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Banquet for former ASUNM officfitrfAL LIBRA
• t f
JUN 1 1984
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By Eric Maddy
The University of New Mexico is
investigating expenditures made by
two fonner ASUNM officials that
totaled more than $2, I00 for a banquet and awards honoring themselves and other ASUNM officials.
Dan Serrano, who just completed
his term as president of the Associated Students of the University of
New Mexico, and Frank Parks, who
served until recently as the chainnan
of the Popular Entertainment Committee, may face legal action from
either UNM or two local businesses
for charging the expenses to the University on false purchase order numbers.
UNM Fiscal Director Doyle Kimbrough said Wednesday that the
debts total $2,534.51, but that the
University will pay $330.54 owed to
All Sports Trophies for awards
given to six teachers selected by a
student committee earlier this year.
But the University will not pay the
remaining $874.45 to the trophy
company or $1,329.52 owed to the
Hilton Inn.
Serrano ordered 34 small awards
at $7.60 apiece and 11 larger pia-

ies - in New Mexico, California,
New
Jersey, South Dakota and West
and Erie Maddy
Virginia- have taken on inThe three contenders for the creased importance.
Democratic presidential nomination
Mondale endorsed bilingual
came to Albuquerque last w~ek education, urged enforcement of
seeking to persuade voters to p1ck civil rights.laws, and promised that,
them in New Mexico's June 5 if elected, he wouid fire all of Presiprimary.
.
dent Reagan's appointments to the
Sen. Gary Hart, former V1ce Civil Rights Commission and re·
President Walter Mondale and the place them with the members
Rev. Jesse Jackson all attack~ each Reagan fired.
other and President Reagan m various functions around the state.
Mondale said the • 'feminization
of
poverty" must be stopped with
Because none of the three candidates still in the race for the Demo- equal pay for comparable effort for
cratic presidential nomination has women. He added that, ifelecttd,,he
captured enough dele~ates t'? assure would use his offke to push for rativictory in San Fr~~c1sco th1s .sum- fiCation of the Equal Rights Amendmer. the five rcm;umng state pnmar- ment.

By Steve Shoup

Jackson told nllies in Albuquerque's South Valley that on his brief
trip to Mexico and discussions with
Mexican government officals, three
central issues were raised: the U.S.
budget deficit and high interest rates
"devasting impact" on developing
nations; the wars in Central America; and illegal aliens in the U.S.
Calling New Mexico a •'rainbow
state" beCause of its diverse peoples
and cultures, Jackson attacked the
Simpson-Mazzolli bill, which
would require alien workers to carry
identification cards.
"This is not South Africa - no
American worker should have to
walk around with a passbook,"
Jackson said.

. .

ques at $19.95 each. The bill from
the trophy company also includes
$368.65 for the cost of engraving the
congratulatory note from Serrano
and the individuals' names on the
plaques.
The 34 who received the small
plaques have all held positions in
student government at some time in
the last three years. They are Lex
Smart of the student court; Kevin
Breen, a film committee chairman;
Vince Baca, ASUNM vice president; Bob Allison of the lobby committee; Chris Gibbon, assistant to
the attorney general; Jolene Slower
and Spencer Mello, election commissioners; Kenneth Patterson,
election commission chairman;
Vicki Clopton, Terri Framel, Erin
Timilty, Kathy Carroll, ASUNM
secretaries;
Ken Cordova and Don Harris of
the film committee; Jesus Salazar,
ASUNM chief presidential aide for
the summer of 1983; Vivian Lopez
of PEC; Steve Sullivan, and Charles
Lynch of noontime entertainment:
Harold Barnwell speakers committee chainnan; Susan Saxton, assistant to the tutorial services director;
Christina Gallegos, tutorial services

Jackson also attacked the tenn
"illegal alien." "Heroin is illegal,
E.T. was an alien." Jackson sug·
gested amnesty for "undocumented
workers" in the country before
1982.
Jackson proposed a u.s.Mexican border rally July 4 to bring
together youth of Canada, the U.S.,
Mexico and Central American nations to "talk, shake hands and help
each other.''
With his trips to Syria and Mexico
behind him, Jackson said he is now
considering trips to Nicaragua and
Cuba.
Hart, the first of the three candidates to visit the state, told a gathering of about 200 people that "this

. .

director; Joey Martinez of the duplicating center and lobby committee:
Mark Duran, lobby committee
chairman; Tarck Khreis, textbook
co-op director;
Dorothy Delgado of the crafts arca; Julie James of the duplicating
center; Tammy Dobos, an assistant
at the duplicating center: Richard
Berry of the fiesta committee;
Therese Sanchez, homecoming
chairwoman; Diana Yeck, PEC secretary; Lawrence Roybal of the
cultural committee; Richard Lopez.
student court justice: Sammy Asscd,
unsuccessful ASUNM candidate:
and Christina Rivas, a fonncr lobby
committee member and homccom·
ing queen.
The 1 J recipients of the large
awards arc Cheryl Graham, Scrrnno's chief aide; Eugene Moffett.
attorney general: Kathy Silva,
treasurer; Jose Campos,lobby committee chainnan; Denise Cordova
and Frances Maldonado, travel center co-directors; Manuel Dodge,
film committee director; LuAnne
Aragon, tutorial service director;
Richard Montano, duplicating ceo-

continued on page 3

country can not afford four more
years of Reaganomics." Hart expn:ssed concern that Reagan might
have a chance to pick Supreme
Court justices, continue building up
military expenses and ''turning his
back on civil rights ...
Hart, who is in a neck-and-neck
race in New Mexico with Mondale
according to recent polls, urged vo·
ters to vote for a "fellow Westerner
who understands the needs of a
western state."
The Leach Research poll, conducted for KOB-TV, showed Hart
favored by 35 percent of the respon·
dents in the race for president, Mandale by 34 percent and Jackson by 6
percent. The rest were undecided.

Scott Carawa'{

•
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continued from page 1
ter director; Laura Delwichc, an
ASUNM secretary; and Parks.
The bill also includes a $49.95
clock as a gift to former ASUNM
President Michael Gallegos and a
$27.95 desk pen set for former
ASUNM Vice President Bill Littlefield.
An official at the Hilton said that a
confirmation notice for the May 5
banquet was signed by Yeck. Parks
signed the bill at the banquet, said
Judy Myslick, a catering department
supervisor.
"We're working with Doyle
Kimbrough, who asked us to give
him the first shot at it," said Myslick. She added that if efforts made
by University officials are not successful that the hotel "would have to
consider our other options" that
might include "some sort of legal
recourse."

Top secret studies reveal
possible military cover-up.__---~News in brief,---------1
WASHINGTON- The CIA
told the Pentagon in 1966 and 1967
that escalated bombing of Vietnam
or an American invasion of the north
were not likely to assure U.S. victory in the Southeast Asian war, declassified documents show.
The spy agency, in two top-secret
studies prepared for Defense Secretary Robert McNamara, said the
North Vietnamese were using "ingenious'' measures to withstand massive U.S. air strikes, including moving factories and civilian populations to the countryside.
"The outlook for marked success
in achieving the current objectives
of U.S. bombing programs is not
bright," one report said, adding,
"The longer the war lasts, the more

intractable our problems will become."
And, the agency said, an invasion
of the North Vietnam by U.S.
ground forces would almost certainly bring quick and virtually unlimited reinforcements from China
and even more war supplies from the
Soviet Union.
The documents, a stack about two
inches thick, were released recently
in connection with Gen. William
Westmoreland's $120 million libel
suit against CBS Inc. over the 1982
documentary, "The Uncounted
Enemy: A Vietnam Deception."
The progrum accused Westmoreland of fakinJ!. information to make
it appear the ·United States was
winning the war.

GOP ·ads attack O'Neill
WASHINGTON- CongressiOlaal Republicans opened a televiMOn advertising campaign Wednesday, accusing House Speaker Thomas O'Neill ofunfairness and arrogance and featuring George
Washington and Thomas Jefferson
shedding tears.
The two ads are designed to help
Republicans regain a working
majority with conservative Democrats in the November elections.
Democrats now control the House
268-166 with one vacancy.
Rep. Guy Vander Jagt, R-Mich.,
chairman of the National Republican Campaign Committee, said the
pilot ads will be shown in Washington and on Cable News Network to
test the effectiveness of their mes-

sage that O'Neill has shown a ''pattern of arrogance of power."
Democrats scoffed at the ads,
announcing they will stage a directmail campaign in June asking the
public to take out an "insurance
policy" against President Reagan's
policies by re-electing a strongly
Democratic House.
Unlike the GOP ads of 1980,
when O'Neill was pictured as a
bumbling grandfatherly type, the
1984 ads are direct and cutting.
lnone, the announcer says the
Democratic Party was founded on a
"vision of fairness" but after 29
years in the minority "they've falsified congressional records," and
"The speaker broke his own rule
about TV cameras in the House.''

BEIRUT, Lebanon- The U.S. Embassy
Wednesday prepared to move personnel from Moslem
west Beirut to an eastern Christian suburb amid reports
of kidnap and suicide-att;~ck threats on Americans,
Western diplomats said.
A wave of sectarian kidnappings and fighting briefly closed the only crossing between Christian cast and
Moslem west Beirut, threatening a Parliament meeting
scheduled for Thursday.
.
Several people were kidnapped along the road crossing the Green Line dividing the city and later re-

leased, police said. One person was killed in fighting
that flared along the line separating Christian and
Moslem forces.
"It is really something. We are living in a cage
here," said an American diplomat referring to strict
orders to remain on embassy grounds under heavy
U.S, Marine protection except for important official
business.
The diplomats were also ordered not to appear on
the American University campus because of the kidnapping fear.

DENVER - A young man and woman whose parents and two sisters died in a plane crash ncar Lamar
in southeastern Colorado nearly six years ago filed an
$18million lawsuit in U.S. District Court Wednesday.
The suit was filed by Linnea S. Hess of Aztec,
N.M., and John D. Cobb of Pamona, Calif., against
the Piper Aircraft Corp. and the BangorPunta Corp.,
the manufacturers of the plane.
The suit claimed Cobb, a quadriplegic, was mental-

ly incompetent. The bank asked for an additional
$752,591 for loss of the plane, other personal property
and burial costs.

COLORADO SPRINGS - President Reagan told
U.S. Air Force Academy graduates Wednesday they
are the nation's leaders, not just its warriors, and
pointed them toward a challenging, peaceful future on
the "frontier of space."
"Our willingness to accept the challenge of space
will renect whether America's men and women today
have the same bold vision, the same courage and
indomitable spirit that made us a great nation,"
Reagan told a commencement day crowd estimated at
30,000 on the campus of the academy.
ALBUQUERQUE - A former judge has filed a
class action suit against the city of Albuquerque and
Bernalillo County asking for reimbursements to everyone who paid the $9.25 auto emissions inspection fee.
Judge Ramon Lopez, who retired from the New
Mexico Court of Appeals Dec. 31, filed the lawsuit
Tuesday on behalf of all vehicle owners who paid the
fee when the program operated from January 1983 to
March 1984.

.

New Hours: 6:30am- 12pm Daily
266-0550

Across from Johnson Gym 2400 Central SE

Home of thel ~test in Broiled Food and the Homemade Sweetroll

The suit claimed the parents, Benjamin and Beryl
Cobb, and two sisters, Erin and Janean Cobb, died
June 2, 1978, when a 1977 Piper Cheyenne piloted by
their father crashed during a night take-off from the
Lamar Airport. Mrs. Hess witnessed the accident.
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I TAKE OUTS

115 Harvard SE
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266-29.29

By Maria DcVarenne
Yo11r Children, Our Children,

a series focusing on issues facing
today's youths and their parents,
is being broadcast on KNME-TV
channelS, Wednesdny nights at 9
p.:n.
"The series provides a provocative overview of the highs
and lows experienced hy kids
growing up in a fast moving
world," said Sandy Zingo, a
KNME public information assistant.
Zingo said the 30-rninute programs have received very positive
reponses. ''It's intended to take u
hard look at how society treats
and mi~trcnt~ kids.'' Zingo said.

Standing in Falcon Stadium under a cloudless sky,
Reagan sounded an inspirational theme for the class of
nearly 1,000 graduating cadets. "Your jobs will never
be easy," he said," but I believe you are ready to meet
the challenges before you and to tum them into opportunities for America.''
The ceremonies ended with the traditional hat toss
and a pass by the Thunderbirds, the precision night
team that was almost grounded after a 1982 accident in
which four of the six pilots crashed their jets into ~ 1e
Nevada desert.

6:30 a.m. • 12:00

·
\

"We hope we win it," city attorney Gary O'Dowd
said. "We haven't been served yet so we can't predict
the outcome. This is the first we've heard of this type
of thing."

Across from
Johnson Gym

p.m.
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(Selftd wHh Whol• whMt toolf, margorln• & J•lly)
1 1WO EGGS, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns 6 toast ••••••••..•....••••••• , • • • . . . • • • • $2.65
No. 2 ONE EGG, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns 6 toast .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. • • • .. .. .. .. .. • • .. • $2.15
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CCHI Carne ( 1.. oz.·) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20

$1.35
$1.50
$2.29
$1.55
S1.80
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12 pieces of Golden Fried Chicken z I
-...i..............- - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·

GOLD.EN FRIED

~

CHICKEN
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1
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1
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1830 Lomas NE

Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Med. Beverage

$1.99

Reg. $2.59 Save .60

Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas NE 4000 Barbara Loop SE (Rio Rancho)
4700 Menaul NE 10015 Central NE
5231 Central SW 11200 Montgomery NE (In Eldorado Sq.)

1

.8 0 I
_g A. I

··········~··················~····~~···········

1

0 ~ ~~

••••••••• .- $2.69

I

:==========================;----------------------·
----------------------------------·
I $1.00 OFF
oz i
0
242·2181

I
II

Expires July 14, 1984
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A CAR WASH

5101 Lomas Blvd. NE •

Aluuqucrque N~l'l MFxu:u 8:110

JOSEPH N. RANDLE. MGR
WILLIAMS S HAYS. OWNI'R

266·7105

I

II
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Expires JUIV 31,1984
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The Rain Tunnel car wash
5101 Lomas
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No. 1 HAMBUJGEP. SOkld chss~Qg, tomoto, pickles. onion & llffbce • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
No. 2' CliEESEMG.EA same os ,abov• With cheddar cheese • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
No. 3 ~,double mat, _Amlllcan cheese, thousaAd_lsland, tomafo, anion, leftuce & pickle • • •
tfo. 4 FfDlADUitiEJ4ill ~-~"Ot·gi'Mft H. chectdor cheese, onion &lettuce ••••••••••••••••
No. a ~ -~GEl.hlc:koly ~- -~-· c:JAion _tr llfluce. ............._. • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • •
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Onion Nngs •• a • • • • • • • • • • •
Deans ••••••••••••••••••••
~ro
(8 oz.)

I

Coupon expires June 6, 1984
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No. 5 P~CAKES (4) ••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••.••••_. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S1.45

Frontier Restaurant

Half Price

/

No. 6 HUEVOS RANCHERO$, two eggs, beans, sauce, com tortilla ,6 toast ••••••••••••••••••• , • • • • • • $2.15
No. 7 WESTERN OMLmE,................. . - ............................... ·~· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S2.99
thrM eggs, green chll 6 cheddar cheese, served with tomato, hosh browns & toast
FTH QJp ol ColfH 01' Hot 1H WHit
ol'llle Abon IIHido#l

Coupon Expires 7·14·84

o

)

'No. 4· ONE EGG, hash _browns 6 ·toast •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ._ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S1.30

"We've often had road blocks thrown in front of us
by people who have little concern for the future of
Albuquerque and the future of people's health,"
Mayor Harry Kinney said.

a famous Dell City steak hoagie
and set the second at

"Issue~ rhat communities need
to know about arc covered in the
~cries. The purpose is to present
1ssucs and let the local communitics find .~olutions, .. Yager snid.

No:. 3 'TW'O EGGS, hash browns 6 toast • • • • •.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • 51-.80

I with this coupon and the Purchase ~ I
I of a Hanabuger ($1.30 or more) 0 I
~
()I

..

Brenda Yager, marketing and
communications director for the
United Way of Greater Alhuquc_rquc, said the programs arc
dcs1gned. '!s an outreach ph1n for
commumt1cs to usc.

2400 Central SE

I

1

Various issue~ include sex, life
and death, neglect and abuse,
part-time workiparHimc school
and child care.
The s.crics originated from
KCTV in Minneapolis, Minn.,
and was endorsed by the United
Way national chapter.

266~0550

----------------------------------·
i FREE French Fries 5i

1
1
1
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Series Airs Youths' Issues

,Juldn't find anything," he said.
'It's hard. l'm not a detective.
"I hope that the person who made
the call will come forward and admit
it, but if they don't, it's Dan responsibility as far as I'm concerned,"
Kimbrough said. '
Serrano said late Wednesday that
the purchase order he gave for the
trophies was supposed to be for
$1,000, not for $100 as approved by
the University. He said the mistake
is the result of a typographical error.
Delwiche s;~id the mistake was hers
and has sworn to an affidavit supporting Serrano's statement.
The hotel bill was supposed to be
paid from profits made by by PEC,
Serrano said, "1 think the whole
thing is part of an honest mistake,''
he said. "I don't think I'm personally responsible."
Neither Parks or Yeck could be
reached for comment.
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1
Buy an Italian Hoagie or
.8 0 I

I

Myslick said that sh<~ and three
other workers in the catering department had talked with Serrano in the
course of setting up the banquet and
did not receive a purchase order until
late Friday before the Saturday banquet.
A person claiming to work for the
University called the catering office
after 5 p.m. on May 4 and gave a
person working in the office a purchase order number. "They sounded
very official and knowledgeable because they went into great detail about what the University could not
pay for, like mixed drinks and champagne," Myslick said. "The number sounded right and we had no
reason to doubt it."
Kimbrough said he hoped to find
out who made the call, but was having little success. ''We have a phone
system that i> supposed to track all
calls, including local. but we

II
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Human Services revises
state day-care budget
:\ revised budget for the state Human Services Department dav-care
program is 'chcdu led to be published Fridav.
Changes ~nude by HSD Mav X
were stopped by Gov. Toney Anaya
two days later because the changes
were "drastic and inconsistent with
the administration "s policies on davcare," said Robert McNei(L
Anaya's executive assistant, in an
article in the Albuquerque Journal.
The proposed changes included
elimination of more than 850 children from the program. About 500
ot the children dropp~d from the
program have parents whn are
attending school.
The propo~al would not have allocated any money to parents attending college during the summer and
would have eliminated any participant who changed his student status.
Such changes in student status
would have been treated as a new
application. Currently, there is a
freeze, which went into effect
March l, on accepting new applicants until further notice.
Restrictions allowing college students only five years of eligibility
were also proposed.

Who's paying the price?
After the long awaited ASUNM spring election most of us thought
we were through hearing about the questionabio fiscal practices of
Dan Serrano. Guess again. It seems Mr. Serrano and his cronies had
one last fling at the expense of UNM's reputation, but not (for once) at
the expense of the University's piggybank.
On the evening of May 5,ASUNM held an awards banquet at a local
hotel. A representative of the hotel told the organizers of the dinner
that the hotel required cash payment or confirmation of a University
purchase order number before the event took place in order to be
assured of payment.
The day before the banquet the hotel received a call from someone
claiming to be from UNM who gave the hotel employee a purchase
order number and confirmed that the University would indeed pay for
the cost of the banquet, excluding alcoholic beverages. The hotel,
acting in good faith, went ahead with the banquet. University officials
<:I aim that they have no record ofthe phone call and that the purchase
order number does not exist. The bill came to $1,329.52.
A local trophy shop is also involved in this fiasco. The owner said
that Serrano himself went to the shop on May 4 and gave him a
purchase order number. The owner, who does business with Univnrslty organizations on a regular basis, did not question the validity
oftlw number. The bill for the trophies came to $1,204.99. Included in
th1s bill arf' the Student's Outstanding Teacher awards, costing
$330.54. Payrmmt for these awards has been authorized by the University. The remaining $874.45 is the bill for the owards presented by
ASUNM at thB May 5 banquet.
Nerther business has brwn paid for the services or merchandise
providud for the banquet.
In light of the fact that the purchasu order numbers used do not
ex 1st, the University is not responsible for either ofthe bills. In order to
get their money, the vendors will probably have to sue the individuals
involved.
The harm to UNM students caused by this deception is immeasurable. The businesses involved and others who have heard about the
incident will be wary of dealing with any University organization and
possibly an individual student.
Also, the credibility and reputation of ASUNM will be further
tainted. The new ASUNM administration will have a harder time
lobbying in Santa Fe after the legislators take a look at the way money
has beon handled by student government.
This incident illustrates that the actions of ASUNM do affect students personally.lfstudents are interested in keeping an autonomous
studunt government at UNM they will have to become more involved
and let ASUNM know that future shenanigans such as this will not be
tolerated.

--Letters--

WASHINGTON -1 had a double exposure recently to the crisis that worries serious people
far more than Central America or
the Persian Gulf: the "world debt
crisis." This is the unwieldy debt
of several big and important nations (including Mexico, Argentina and Brazil among our hemispheric neighbors) to international lending agencies and U.S.
banks.
What added piquancy was the
identity of the two briefersMcGeorge Bundy and Robert
McNamara.

Politics

.

Intervention violates agreements

10

Editor:

Profile

While Ronald Reagan professes an admiration for Franklin
Roosevelt, it is the "Jingoism" of Teddy Roosevelt that he emulates- a form of interventionist imperialism which is both onAmerican and unlawful under terms of international agreements to
which we are a party. The Organization of American States is avowedly anti-interventionist. Yet the United States, the major power in the
hemisphere, is blatantly intervening in the internal affairs of Nicaragua, El Salvador, Honduras and, it appears, Costa Rica.
The Congress of the United States must not permit an aging
chauvinist and his profit-minded advisors to commit American troops
to combat needlessly in Central America. The United States will lose
no face, nor territory, nor hegemony by joining Mexico, Colombia,
Venezuela and other interested hemispheric partners in negotiating a
settlement of the civil strife raging in countries where the poor and
powerless are the chief victims.

By Edwin M. Yoder ,!r.

There was a time when the
warnings of Bundy and McNamara would have been tainted, if
not fully discounted, by bad
memories. Bundy and McNamara, respectively nationalsecurity adviser and defense
secretary in the KennedyJohnson years, were among the
apostles and directors of our
misadventure in Vietnam.
Butthat was another time, and
Jess Price now both believe the debt crisis

belongs at the top of the list of
perils. Are they wrong again?
There are those who think so,
who view the debt crisis as a
problem of greed and overreach
by U.S. bankers and who demand a hands-off reaction. If the
debtors default and banks fail,
very well they fail; and deserve
to. From that perspective, the
warnings of foundation executives and former World Bank
presidents are predictable: a
closing of mandarin ranks. It is a
tempting view in its simplicity,
but Bundy and McNamara seem
to me to have the better case.
Just now, the "developing"
nations owe upwards of$800 billion. Between one-third and onehalf of that huge debt is debited
to a few big Latin American na·
tions, and credited to a handful
of big U.S. banks.
Those nations are struggling
just to pay interest. Servicing the
debt has been complicated by
falling oil prices and high U.S.
interest rates, linked to our huge
deficits. So the debtor nations
are on a treadmill. They must
borrow to pay interest. And the
quid pro quo ususlly demanded,
by the International Monetary
Fund and others, is a tightening
of screws on their own citizens.
According to McNamara, Brazi·
lians have accepted a 15 percent
cut in per-capita income in the
last year.
Thus countries with massive
economic problems are forced to
be net exporters of desperately
needed capital. Meanwhile, the

The proposal would have allowed
students
attending vocational
Local break-dance groups provide entertainment for Jesse Jackson well-wishers who waited
schools
to
stay in the program as
for about two hours for the Democratic candidate to arrive Tuesday.
long as they stayed with one training
program and set a three-year eligibility limit was ~et tor vocational
students.
All income, which includes stuThe University of New Mexico Sunday. KOB-TV will broadcast the pant, all of the funds will revert to
Hospital/Bemalillo County Medical program from the Clarion Four Sea- th~ir children's programs, Tinker dent financial aid but excludes tax
refunds. would have been consiCenter is sponsoring an art auction sons Hotel. Dick Knipfing and Jill sa1d.
and telethon in cooperation with the Bazeley will co-host the broadcast
Osmond Foundation. Proceeds from with Gov. and Mrs. Toney Anaya as
both drives will go to the hospital's honorary co-hosts. The telethon has
programs for children.
received about $50.000 in advance
The art show has 38 pieces don- pledges, an official said.
ated by 23 individual artists. All
Caroline Tinker, the hospital's
artists arc either medical staff or public relations director. said the
friends and relatives of staff.
telethon is being run in cooperation
A reception will be held at the with the Children's Miracle NetllospUal Friday from 3 to 5 p.m. work, a national chain. Each year,
Bidding for the pieces will close at about 80 children's hospitals or hos4:35 p.m. The proceeds will be tal- pitals with major children's proglied and turned over to the telethon rams participate with a telethon. All
of the funds raised in New Mexico
hosts on Sunday morning.
The telethon begins at 7 p.m. will stay in the state, and since
Saturday and will run until 4 p.m. UNM/BCMC is the only partici-

austerity imposed as a condition
of emergency loans forces on
them a socially explosive shrinkage in living standards. Presently, a dangerous race is developing between two equally unacceptable alternatives: a major
disruption of the banking system, or a major eruption of social
or political "chaos" (McNamara's word) in Latin America and
Africa.
The debt crisis signals the unwelcome return of a bad dream
that statesmen of the World War
II generation thought they had
inoculated us against. After the
great shifts of wealth and debt
occasioned by World War 1, the
debtors were left without means
to earn by trade and pay their
creditors; so the debt structure
collapsed, and civilized institutions with it
After World War II John
Maynard Keynes and others fostered a new international system, featuring a community
ethic of trade and debt manage·
ment, not parochialism and
nationalism.
If Bundy and McNamara have
their way, the United States will
resist a reckless experiment in
defaults and bankruptcies. The
risk of widespread defaults will
remain, however, as long as high
interest rates in the United
States, generated by big budget
deficits, soak up so much of the
world's capital. That is the essence of the Bondy-McNamara
message.

Telethon to aid children in hospitals

Vol. 88

UNM Foundation gets new boss
Jerry Geist. president of the Public Service Company of New Mexico. has been named president of the
UNM Foundation Inc .• an orgamzation that raises moncv for the University of New Mexico.
Geist succeeds Jack Rust, president of Rust Tractor Co .. who had
been president of the organization
for the first three years of its existence. Rust will continue to serve on
the executive committee.
Maxine Friedman and C.E.
Woodcock, both of Albuquerque,
were elected vice president and
treasurer at the group's recent
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Elected were Geist. Mar~e Beck.
Aubrey Dunn. Gene Oallc!!os . C.K.
Gunderson of Grant~. Richard Morris.
13oh Wertheim. John La!lin, J(1lm
Salazar, Jack Daniels and Randolph
Seligman.
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These cutbacks were proposed to
all.cviatc the $900,000 projected deficit in the day-care program, designed to g.ive children of needy parent~ a ph1ce to be cared for while the
parents work or go to school.

The center will be holding orientation
for new volunteers
Wednesday, June 6 7:30pm.

Lobo.
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The 'itate payment to uay-carc
vendors pur child would have been
cut from $6.50 a day to $5.50 a day
under the proposal. This amount
would have been paid if the cluld
were in day-care more thar. seven
hours, If a parent left her child Mi
hours or less. the vendor would have
been paid the half-day mte of $2.75
per hour.
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Faculty elects new president
By Steve Shoup
The University of New Mcx.ico
Faculty Senate should focus on the
"three A's: assertiveness, advocacy
and autonomy." said the new prcsi·
dent of the group.
Pauline "Polly'' Turner, assi~tant
profl'ssor of home economics, was
ck\'l<.'d prcsiLknt. and Michael CDn·
ni!l. a,,01;iatc prot'cs'm or history.
\ in• pl'l''iLkllt of the 'il'natc carl icr
tins month
Thl.' foKllit~ 'hould iiS"'rt a vrcatl'r
t<lk in tlw ki!t,lall\L'I111d).!et pn><:c'i'
and tn th<' l iNM prc,idential o,catch.

·.. ud Tttnll'l,

.rlthuu~oJr

•.ltl' ..-nmwh.•d.

"we may have lost the battle this
go-round" on the latter.
Turner also said the faculty needs
to become greater ad vocatcs for
"ourselves and the University" and
needs a "pro-active role. not a reac-

tees and predicted several major
issues coming up this year, including the appointment of two new regents "which begs for our input,"
the presidential search and the future
of the General College.

tive one.,.

Conniff was also elected without
dissent.

Although a question of quorum
was raised at th<! May H meeting in
which Turner and Conniff were
elected, there was no ll!'ficiul call for
quorum, and Turner, the only prc~
itlcnti<tl nominee, was <!lcctcd with
no dt,~l·nting vote,.
ConntiT ~aid in his prc·cl..:ction
~pccd1 th<ll the ~ kc prc,.,idcnt should
he <l li<tison v. ith till' Sl'llatc l'ommit ·
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University promotes 65
to professorial positions

MINI CYCLES

------

TRADBRS

A University of New Mexico political science doctoral student has
received a Fulbright grant to give lectures and do research in Ecuador
for the 1984-85 academic year.
Karen Ruffing, 28, will talk to the eight universities in Ecuador on
nursing education and employment policy. She is one of about 2,100
Americans who will participate in the Fulbright foreign exchange
program this year.
Ruf!1ng holds a bachelor's of science degree in nursing from North·
em lllinois University and master's degrees in publk <~dministration
and Latin American studies from UNM.
She docs nursing with the U.S. Indian Health Service in addition to
serving as a consultant to the U.S. Agency for International Development in the 11reas of primary health care. nursing education and health
care management.
"I am vcrv honored. because I'm still a doctoral student. Most of
these grants "go to faculty." RutTing sa;d. "It's like a dream ~omc
true."

lhrcc new members of the opera-,
tions committee were elected from a
!1eld of scvt.!n candidates. The new
m~mhcrs arc Jim Thorson. nssociate
professor of English. Mary Ellen
Hans~:n, assistant professor of librarianship, and Garrett Flil'kingcr.
professor llf law.

243-8443------------~

BUFFALO

Fulbright grant seems
like #dream come true'

Let us be your complete headquarters for all your summer adventures.
From a trip down the Rio to a highangle rock climb, we can supply
your every need.

See us soon!

IS THIS ANY TIME TO THINK
ABOUT ARMY ROTC?

It's the perfect time.
Yi.m 'rea freshman, right? And you want
to make college a real learning experience~
Well ROTC can add a valuable
dimension. ro vour college education. A
dimenskm dlcadership and managemenr training And that'll make your
degree worth more.
ROTC offers scholarship and
financialnrportunitics, too.
Plus, the tlpportunicy to graduate
with a commission and
begin your future as an
officer.
For more in forma·

University of New Mexico Provost McAllister Hull Jr. has
announced 65 faculty promotions
for the 1984-85 academic year:
Promoted to the rank of professor
are the following faculty: Hemming
A. Attcrbom. health. physical
education and recreation: Pratap
Shanker Avasthi. medicine; Alice S.
Clark. library; William G. Dail Jr.,
anatomy: Patricia C. Elliott. management: James A. Ellison,
mathematics and statistics: Rodney
C. Ewing. geology; William R.
Galey Jr., physiology:
Ellen H. Goldberg, microbiology; William C. Gordon. p~ychology;
Michele S.G. Hermann,law; Vivian
Heyward, health, physical education and recreation: Arthur Kaufman, family. community and
emergency medicine; Richard G.
Lane. radiology; George F. Luger.
computer science; Fred A. Mettler
Jr., radiology;
S. Scott Obenshain, pediatrics
and family, community and
emergency medicine; Peter K.
Pabisch, modem and classical languages; George F. Peters, modem
and classical languages: Candace G.
Schau, educational foundations;
Howard L. Smith, management;
James L. Thorson. English; JonM.
Tolman, modern and classical languages: William G. Troutman,
pharmacy; Elizabeth I. Walls,
secondary and adult teacher education; Stephen C. Wood, physiology.
and David M. Woodall, chemical

---------------
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and nuclear engineering.
Promoted to associate professor
arc William I. Butlers Jr., management; Jack 0. Burns Jr., physics
and astronomy: Kevin E. Cahill,
physics and astronomy: Mary Jo
Campbell, health, physical education and recreation; Weng W.
Chow, physics and astronomy: William DeGroot, health, physical
education and recreation;
Timothy J. DeYoung, public
administration; Terrence R. Dillon,
pediatrics; Peter V. DiVasto, family, community and emergency
medicine; Larry L. Doss, radiology:
Mohamed S. EI-Genk, chemical and
nuclear engineering; Marilyn P.
Fletcher, library; Marvin B. Hays,
orthopedics; Karl El Johnson, law;
John 0. Kucan, surgery; Linda J.
McGuffee, pharmacology;
John R. Mcneil. electrical and
computer engineering; Z~lua Maggart, elementary education; Manuel
C. Molles Jr., biology; William J.
O'Brien, orthopedics; Lloyd D. Partridge, physiology; Fernando Robles, management; Paul G. Rossman, psychiatry; Wolfgang W.
Schmidt-Nowara, medicine; Linda
L. Riensche, communicative disorders;
Marl Lyn Salvador, anthropolog·
y; RobertS. Santlcy, anthropology;
James D. Satterlee, chemistry; Wes·
ley T. Selby, music; Diana
Shoemaker, nursing: Brian R.
Smith, pharmacy; Nevada W. Tho·
mason. educational foundations,
Connie C. Thorson, library; Berthold E. Umland, family. community
and emergency medicine; Jerry L.
Williams, geography, and Terry L.
Yates, biology.
The two new assistant professors
are Debra Wright Lakies, dental
programs; and Gayle Ann Williams,
library.

Archeologists pee/layers of Indian history
It is an impressive view from the
canyon rim. Arizona lies 22 empty
miles due west. Below, arroyos with
names like Whiskey Creek and
Yankee Gulch wind along ponderosa-studded hills until they join
Apache Creek. There, at 7,000 feet
above sea level, one finds a forgotten piece of Catron County's remote
past.
Thereabouts, the more recent past
was so colorful that the names of
local landmarks don't let one forget
it. So Apache Canyon carries its
stream south to the hamlet of
Apache Creek at the Tularosa River.
Seven miles northeast is Aragon,
established in the 1870s as Fort
Tularosa. Mount Apache pushes
into the skyline. lt doesn't take
much genius to figure out that this
area was an Apache stronghold just
over a century ago,
Yet it wasn't always that way. His
easy to. forget that the various
Apache bands only held dominion
over this country for two or three
centuries. Earlier, Mogollon settlers
along Apache Creek did better.
They built - and rebuilt - villages there for a thousand years.
The Museum of New Mexico be·
gah excavation in 1971 to salvage
archeological sites threatened by
road improvements along N .M.
Route 32. David Kaiser directed the

rn new mexaco

Students receive awards
A student at the University of
New Mexico College of Pharmacy
has won three major honors for
scholastic achievement in the
academic year just completed.
Julia Vertrees received the College of Pharmacy Faculty Award as
the student with the highest gradepoint average in her graduating
class. She also won the Smith Kline
and French Laboratories Award for
her work in radiopharmacy.
Vertrees also was given the Lilly
Achiev.cment Award fQr scholastic
and professional achievement, leadership ability and ethical conduct.
Kerry Zottnick received the Bristol Award for excellence in pharmacy and phannaceutics.
Patricia Pucelik won the New
Mexico Phannaceutical Association
Award as the senior student ranking
highest in scholarhip in pharmacolo·
gy and other biological sciences.
Ann Nosanchuk was presented
the Dorothy Dowe Commemorative
Award as the Kappa Epislon ment·
her who contributed most to the
chapter's activities during the
academic vear.
Other a\vard-winning students included:
•Robert Josl. who won the H.E.
Henry Award for scholarship and
promise in the field of pharmacy,
and the Mallinckrody Award for
outstanding work in radiophannacy.
•Scott Goodreau, who won the Rho
Chi Award as the sophomore ranking highest in scholarship.

NEWSLAND
BOOKSTORE
For more
information
contact
Major Weaver
at 831·1111

- - · - - - - - - - , . ; - - - - - -.. , At several sites, verj large pit structures were found. These may have
,--/,t-~~--~ been early ceremonial houses, or
kivas.
Later pithouses, constructed abOilt 700 A.D., tended to be square
rather than oval. These usually contained storage cists, or chambers,
some dug into room floors. Numerous storage bins indicated that agri•
•
cultural harvests were larger and
moreimportantthaninearlicrtimes.
' - - - - - - - - - - - · ________. These seUlements belong to the
"San Francisco Phase" - named
project. Excavation foreman Reggie after ruins containing a well-made
Wiseman, now assistant state red pottery, first found along the San
archeologist, recently reported find- Francisco River.
"San Francisco" pithouscs were
ings on this little-known area.
Mogollon families first settled occupied over a considerable span of
Apache Creek about 300 A.D. They time and were continually renobuilt dugout pithouses on natural ter- vated. Archeologists found multiple
races above the creek. Pithouses packed earth floors - and peeled
were oval or bean-shaped and exca- these away like the layers of an
vated to a depth of 3 feet. They were onion.
The last pithouse villages built on
roofed with timber, bark and banked
soil - reminiscent of old Navajo Apache Creek belong to the "Three
Circle Phase," about 850 A.D.
hogans.
Archeologists term this period the Similar villages are also found
"Pine Lawn Phase." Pottery was an throughout the Mimbres country.
undecorated earthenware called On average, they had about 25 shal·
"Alma Plain." Villagers farmed low. rectangular pithouses, though
small com plots along the creek bot- larger villages exist. However, at
tom and collected wild foods to sup- Apache Creek, "Three Circle" vilplement their harvest. At Apache lages were small. Pithouses were
Creek these settlements typically oval, seldom plastered inside and
consisted of two or three pithouses. quickly abandoned.
Within a century even more differences emerged between northern
Catron County villages and those in
the south. In the Mimbres region.
large "Three Circle" villages were
•Carla Eichwald Lee, who received still being constructed when the first
the John P. Hood Award as the masonry foundations of abovephannaey student who has shown ground pueblos were laid along
the most determination in working Apache Creek,
toward a degree.

•Emily Atkinson, who won the
McNeil Consumer Products Co.
Award for scholarship and interest
in phannacy administration.
•Douglas Lohkamp, who won two
awards: the Merck Sharp and
Doh me Award for excellence in hos·
pilal pharmacy studies, and the
McGraw Laboratories Award for
excellence in sterile products tech·
nology.
•James Ziolkowski was presented
the Upjohn Achievement Award for
outstanding contributions to
pharmacy student affairs, professional activities and community service.
•Anthony Castillo, as outgoing
president of the UNM Student
Branch of the American Pharmaceutical Association (APhAJ,
was honored by the McKesson Drug
Co.
•Deborah Lee of Albuquerque, as
the freshman ranking highest in
scholarship. was presented with an
award by the UNM student branch
of APhA.
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Back on Apache Creek, no one in
the "Reserve" vi II ages planned on
becoming the subject of robust scholarly debate a thousand years later.
Folks just carried on as best they
could. Times weren't easy. Masonry rooms were often repaired, renovated and abandoned, only to be repaired and used again. At one site
near Yankee Gulch, dismembered
skeletons were found scattered abcut. Such evidence of conflict is

widespread in New Mexico during
the 1100s.
Conditions then stabilized for a
time. Large-roomed pueblos of the
Tularosa Period, ubout 1200-1300
A.D., were built near earlier village
sites along Apache Creek. Excavations at these yield impressive numbers of manos and metates, essential
corn-grinding implements.
Several Tularosa Period sites
were deeply buried by eroded soil
from the slopes of Apache Canyon.
Thus preserved, they !llso yielded
layer after layer of renovated room
floors. Deep hearths. well-used ash
pits and remodeling of masonry
walls indicate that successive gcmerations managed a delicate balance
on Apache Creek.
Carefully terraced gardens were
also created. In one, on the hiJI
above a "Tularosa" pueblo, rows of
Agave still grow! Far from its native
range, the Agave is mute testimony
to agricultural engineering 800 years
ago.
By 1300 A.D. the forested uplands of west-central New Mexico
were abandoned, but that is another
story.

•Vincent Vcspe of Albuquerque
was honored by the national headquancrs of APhA for outstanding
service to the UNM branch.

tor

Largest selection of magazines in the. university area. Good selection of sci-fi and
other paperbacks.

Similar "Reserve Phase" pueblos arc scattered throughout northern
Catron and western Socorro counties. At these, black-on-white pot·
tery was produced at a time when
red-on-white was still in vogue
farther south. Masonry architecture
and black-on-white pottery are considered characteristic of northern
New Mexico's ancient Anasazi people- not the Mogollon. So three
generations of archeologists have
argued over how these characteristics came to Catron County. Some
say Anasazi people "migrated,"
others say the Mogollon and Anasazi merely traded across their frontiers.
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SANTA FE
How i~ the pohllcal dtmale in New McxiL'o the
wel'h. bdorc the 19X4 primanes''
\'anahll: lh)!hly variable.

TAKE A HIKE
Reg. $64.50

SALE $44.50
A wrsitile, lighlwcighl boot ideal for trailhiking and general oul·
uoor usl'. An all l<•ather boot with a great £it that comes in men's and
wom~,>n's sizing.

~m~~~
266·4876, Mon·Frl 10·6, Sol 10·&

(lusts of wind filllnwed hy high,
thin doudinc".
There i~ abroad in the state a kind
nl dtsgust and •.Jisilluswnment wtth
all things politi~.·al. Most peopk.
!ranklY. would rather thmk about
'1>11JL'tillm.! else.
Tht:rL' itre a lew hot fi!•hh in legislative ra~cs and an item nr two nt'
other llllerest, but by and large then:
is little to excite the populace - or
to cause the voters to turn out in lame
numbers.
'
THE NORTH: There's a mixedup race liJr a Senate scat in 1 aos
County. where anyone who makes a
prediction. including anyone who
lives there year-round. i; goofy.
That pits Francisco Gonzales.
Toney Anaya's sworn enemy,
against two other candidates who
will split the anti-Comanche vote
between them. When the votes arc
counted here, we'll know whether

it's better to have Anayn for you or
against you
In the congressional rucc up here.
there arc some notable ,;:lement~.
For one, Bill Richardson. the incumbent. h<~:. hardlv bothered to
campaign at all. Mayh<: that·~ an
attempt It> show his contempt for
Eclmundo Delgado, who's running
against Bill in the Democratic primary. But the action has left room for a
tree-flowing rumor that Bill docsn 't
much care whether he gets rc·
elected or not. According to this
theory. he can make more money as
a lobbyist in Washington, so it really
doesn't matter.
There's one other element which
should not be discounted in that
race: Rio Arriba County boss Emilio
Naranjo has stated categorically that
Delgado will be the winner. (That
might be better phrased as saying he
declared Richardson would be the
loser. l
OTHER RACES: In most other
places where there is much emotion,
we have recaps of that El Comanche
situation - an Anaya enemy is
tighting to sec if opposing the governor means your automatic defeat.
Most of us would take money that
it docsn 't.
One lcc:islator in southeastern
New Mexico - in fact, a Republican - scm word to Anaya requesting that when he was denoundng the
Democrats he wanted defeated he

Jobs Available
Several summer work-study jobs
are open in various University departments ami need to be filled
quickly. says Dorothy ChartierBoyer, an assistant director in the
Student Financial Aid Office.
Student' who arc work-studv
eligible may obtain further clctails by
calling 277-3511.

A University of New Mexico student died May 12 from 11 selfinflicted gunshot wound to the head.
The student, whose name was not released, shot himself with a
small-caliber pistol in his Hokona Hall dorm room one day after the
spring semester ended. He was 19 and a sophomore.
Two other UNM students, ages 21 and 40, committed suicide in
off-campus residences. Both deaths occurred ncar finals week.
The medical investigator's office had no additional information
when contacted by the New Mexico Daily Lobo Wednesday.

also mclude the Rcpubltcan'., name.
'·I've got an opponent. and I need all
the help I can get." he i-; reported to
have said.
A race whil'b has split Dcmocrat!likc hardlv anv race seen before j,
for a Senate post in Eddy County.
where incumbent Joe Gant is going
up against Lou Whitlock. That has
been so hard-fought and so bitter the
scat Ct1uld go to a Republican in
November.

*'"**'"
The UNM professor who suffered bums to 30 percent of his body is
listed in satisfactory condition at the Bernalillo County Medical Center/UNM Hospital.
Dr. Harold M. Anderson, 34, was burned after an apparent gasoline
explosion at his home May 6. Caroline Tinker, director of public
information at the medical center, said Wednesday that Dr. Anderson
had been moved from the bum and trauma unit to a non-intensive care
ward.
Anderson has been with the University for three years as a professor
in the chemical and nuclear engineering department.

ENNUI: In districts other than
those in which such exceptional battles have developed, however, voter
turnout is likely to be light.

If all counties were like Lincoln
County, thatmightnotbe so. That's
the one place in the state where Republican registrations have grown
slowly but steadily. They havr now
inched up within 377 party membcrb
of besting the Democrats.

New building complimented
offices of the registrar, records,
admissions, school relations, the
dean of admissions and records, the
dean of students, student accounting
(cashier) and registration.
Assistant Registrar Maureen
"Mo" Miller said, "The students
feel much more confident, and it's
easier now that it's all in one
building."
She said the administration hasn't
encountered any problems in the
center. "Overall, we've received
positive comments and there's a
positive general feeling," Miller
said.
Registrar William Haid said
Tuesday that summer school enroll·
men! was down compared to last
year.

By Maria DeVarenne
"Even though this is the last time
l have to register, the new center
made registration day a lot easier.
They should've had it this way four
years ago," Marty Salsman, a University of New Mexico senior, said,
The new Student Services Center
is receiving positive responses from
UNM students,
"You don't have to stand in
Scholes Hall for the cashier then go
to another building to register. It was
a Jot faster and the lines were shorter," Salsman said,
Included in the $6.4 million,
80,000-square-foot Student Services Center, situated at the north
end of Mesa Vista Hall, are the

However, he attributed the decrease this year to the unusual
"scare" last ye11r caused by cutbacks in funding. "There was an
early surge in registration to get into
the few classes available," Haid
said.
He said he expects enrollment to
pick up toward the end of the week.
The first session of summer
school begins Monday, Registration
for summer classes will continue until Tuesday.

*****

The Journal ofAnthropological Research will celebrate its 40th year
of publication at UNM with a special 40th anniversary issue to be
published this month.
The special issue consists of 14 articles by eminent anthropologists
who were invited to contribute. Well-known authors such as Gordon
Willey, a UNM honorary degree recipient this year, Marvin Harris and
Lewis Binford submitted articles expected to be of interest to the
general public as well as professional anthropologists.
' For subscriptions or more information, call the UNM anthropology
department at 277-4544.

A hard drive by Republicans there
might make New Mexico history,
Lincoln could become the first county in the stale in which the underdog
party became a majority since Depression days. when New Mexico
Republicans changed party registration so they could get jobs and Iced
their families.
Whether you like Republicans or
not. our state would be better off if
we had a better balance and sometiling closer to a real two-parr~
system.

80
Turn
to

KELLY

*****
The history and film departments arc joining in an experiment next
fall to teach the history of Japan both through traditional historical
methods and through the imaginations of Japanese filmmakers.
Film Professor Ira Jaffe will show approximately IS Japanese films
Monday afternoons during the fall semester, teaching students about
the films themselves. Then he will be followed on Wednesdays and
Fridays by historian Frank lkle, who will teach the history of Japan.
The films will be shown in their historically chronological order so
that they will flow with the history sequence of the class.
The course is being offered for three credit hours in both the history
and theater arts departments.

to'

Ages
18

for
Temporary
Assignments
IHl~~;.·

Male
and

Female

SUMMER JOBS!
Kelly Services is a temporary help service company.
We're not an employment agency so you pay no fees and sign
no contracts,
As a Kelly employee, you work at our customers locations on short term assignments.
You can earn good money this summer, and during all
your breaks, on Kelly temporary assignments. We have jobs
ranging from word processing to typing to filming... product
sampling to light industrial. Most office assignments require
6 months experience.
Contact the Kelly office for more information.

4315 Loma'i NE

265-5881

Kelley Services

*****
Women needing assistance in facing transitions in their lives arc
finding answers through a women's clinic directed by UNM psychologist Dr. Joanne W. Sterling.
Offered at the UNM Mental Health Center clinic at 10810 Menaul

N.E., the sc.VIcc provides help co women dealing with life situations

r

such as separation, single parenting, career changes, mild to moderate
depressions and a "need to feel worthwhile,'' says Sterling.
Clinic appointments can be scheduled during the day or early evenings and Saturday mornings, Sterling says. Fees are determined by
income level.

The New Mexico Historical Review has announced that John 0.
Baxter, a doctoral candidate in history at UNM, has been awarded the
1984 Gilberta Espinosa Prize for the best-researched and written
article published by the journal in 1983.
Founded in 1926, the review is the state journal of history and is
published quarterly at UNM.

*****

The University of New MeKico Press has received a $4, !50 grant
from the National Endowment for the Humanities for a forthcoming
publication entitled "Dine Bahane': The Navajo Creation Story" by
Paul G. Zolbrod.
The grant will be applied toward manufacturing costs of the book,
which will be available in August.
The book presents in modem English the major creation myths of
the Navajo people. Zolbrod studied Navajo at UNM in 1971-72. and is
chairman and professor of English at Allegheny College in Meadville.
Penn.

RELAX IN OUR
BEECH DECK CHAIR

•••••

OUTDOORS OR IN ...
NOWONLV

Samora

39.00

One of many lightening bolts strikes Albuquerque in last Thursday's thunderstorm •

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
54.00 ... this solid beech deck chair has three
positions for seating or lounging. It comes
with a linen fabric in your choice of three
colors; navy, white or yellow. Carry it along
camping or swimming. Dress up patio or rec
room. At this price you can't miss!

at

KURT'S CAMERA CORRAL
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All Summer Long
Ask for your 15% student discount at
our three locations (non-sale items)

..L
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883 ·S3?l
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is expanding and looking for
Quality-Oriented Professional Help

*

*
*

*

Counter Help
Copy Machine Operators
Delivery Person
Bindery Work

CALL

255·9673
2312 Central SE

UNM BOOKSTORE
Welcomes you to
Summer Session
REGULAR HOURS:
M-T-Th-Fr-8am-5pm
Wednesdays 8am-6pm

lease Repad. 0 1ur Return
ohcy.
You MUST have your sales receipt.
Last day to return summer texts is
1wo weeks from first day of classes.
Books must be in original condition.
You must have your 1.0.

We Want to Buy
Your Used TextsJ
Have a fine summer.
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Candidates Profiled
New Mexico voter' will have
their dtan<.:L' Tul'sday to chouse
nonunl'cs of thdr respective partics m the primary election.
Tht: Nell' Metico Oai/r Lobo
today pro11!cs lkmocratic candidates !'or thl•li.S. Senate and the
\: .S. Hou;c of Representatives.

District I I ncumbcnt Republicans s~n. Pete Domcnici and
Rep. Manuel Lujan have no
primary oppositiun and because
of space limitations arc not profiled at this time.
Today's Daily Lobo also includes profiles of prospective Rc-

Asbury sees himself as
'sup.porter of education'

publican and Democratic
nominees in New Mexico House
District 18. which includes the
University of New Mexico area.
State Senate candidates Tom
Rutherford (Democrat) and
Donald Devoti (Republican) face
no primary opposition and thus
arc not included at this time.

Chavez vies for Domenici face-off
Jly Steve Shoup

An>elmo Chavez, one of three
l:lemoL-ral'i vying for the right to fac;e
St•n, Pete Dornenici in November.
say~ he believes the two most important roles of the federal govcnunent
<lfl' education and dcl'ensc.
"The le<~dcrs of tomorrow must
be t•ducated and an appropriate dcti:n~c po'>turc must be maintained at
whatever cost." Chavez says.
Chavc1 ~ays he sees ''a thousand
dJifcrcnt ways of funding educatwn" \Ul'h a; cutting out tax
loopholes and rebates. Education
Anselmo Chavez
funding should be set at pre-Reagan
k•vcb, adjusted fnr inflation, and
All forms of student aid should be
should be raised accordingly after a
increased, and as a "strong propo>urvcy of need, he adds.
Additional money for human ser- nent of allegiance to our country,"
vices could be made available by Chavez says he believes all students,
cutting "waste and corruption" in male or female, should be registered
ddt•nse spending, Chavez says. Old for the draft before receiving govbattleships should not be restored, ernment financial help.
there ~hould be fewer generals and
Chavez says he sees "nothing
lc~., should be spent on military rewrong" with giving students
tirement, he says.

equivalent education time f?r time
spent in military or commumty s.ervicc. Such a system already cxs1sts
in Mexico, he says.
Education should be available to
all people, and colleges should
avoid educating only engineers and
technicans, leaving the rest of society as wage earners, Chavez says.
Chavez says control of nuclear
weapons should not be left in the
control of one person but rather a
group to reduce the chances of nucScott Caraway
lear war. Greater security should
Ted Asbury
surround land-based missiles, he
and this should be cut to 3 percent by
says, because-of the case with which By Steve Shoup
reducing administrative overlap.
an enemy could sabotage that segAsbury says he is "appalled" at
Charles "Ted" Asbury calls himment of U,S. defense.
self an "incredibly strong supporter the reductions in student loans,
Chavez, 51, received a bachelor's of education," and would like to grants and other aid. Funding for
degree in business and economics double federal funding for education these programs should be increas~d,
from the University of Nebraska at if elected to represent New Mexico's especially for work-study,. wh1ch
Asbury says "provides pra~tical exOmaha in 1971 and a bachelor's de- 1st U.S. congressional district.
Asbury, a member of the ~ew
perience for students and IS a very
gree in business administration from
beneficial segment of the postthe University of Albuquerque in Mexico House of Representattves,
says reduced military spending by secondary education process."
1979.
use of uniform weapons systems for
Asbury says he supports regulaall branches of the military and not tions that require male students to
paying high prices for equipment show proof of draft registration beavailable cheaper elsewhere could fore receiving financial aid, but that
make more money available to
as a supporter of the Equal Rights
education. These proposals would
Amendment, he feels draft registranot reduce the military's defense
tion should be reqpired of wo~en
capability. and could increase ed~
also.
.
"We need to give people the
cational spending from the $I 5 billion budgeted now to $30 billion. he
opportunity to get an ed~cati?n, but
we need to make sur~ thts assistance
.
.
says.
While federal funding of educais provided in such a. way that '!'e
tion should increase. Asbury says.
expand opportul1ity without h~~mg.
a system that can be abused, he
the federal role in administering and
regulating education should de;
says.
.
Asbury, 45, studied chem1~try at
crease in favor of state and local
collttol. Twenty-two percent of evJ\Utgers Universit~ .an.d. recety.ed a
bachelor's degree 111 CIVIl engmeerery federal dollar spent on education
11oes to administration, Asbury says,
ing .

Garcia-.-------continued from page 10
be paid back," he says. Grants
should be given only in "isolated
situations" based on need and as "a
reward for those who show excellence," he adds.
·
Private industry should be partners with the government in providing grants to areas of study industry
is interested in and benefit from,
Garcia says. Such grants could be
tax deductions for contributing
businesses.
Before funding for aid programs
is increased, Garcia says, administration of those programs should be
improved to prevent abuse, such as
have occurred in loan program~.
Loan recipients should make financial statements periodically to show
whether they can pay off loans sooner, he adds.

Tuition, faculty salaries
top priorities for Glover
By Steve Shoup
Univeristy employees got ''the
short end of the stick" in the compensation package passed by the
most recent Legislature, which may
force many quality faculty members
to seek better pay elsewhere, says
Judy Glover, one of three candidates
for the District 18 seat in the New
Mexico House of Representatives.

Franklin in first bid for elective office
strictly monitored and enforced.
"l worked my way through colFormer stale Democratic Party lege, and there was a point where I
('1\airm(\n Nick franklin, making had to take out a student loan to
lm fiN l11d li>t declive oJJkc. like rnake it.'' Franklin says. "And I
In' opp!lllcrtts in the race tor the 0 .S. paid it back. I want to make sure that
Senate nomination supports cutting other people have the same opportunities as l have had."
dc!cn'~ spending and reallocating
Franklin also says he wants to inkderal money toward other prog·
crease the federal expenditure for
tams. like education.
"When we cut through all the education, "which would free state
baloney. we sec that our Republican money to fund other programs, like
senator in Washington has sup- work-study and child care."
He also proposes to create a
ported an absurd budget policy these
last few years, and education has "child care information and referral
been one of the main casualties," service," which "would serve as a
says Franklin. "Every dollar saved brokerage house for all the informaby cutting education was put into tion we have on child care."
Franklin, a 41-year-old Albubuilding new weapons systems."
In specific, Franklin says he sup- querque attorney, says he supports
ports "a strong student loan prog- "a mutual, verifiable nuclear
ram for college students at reason- freeze" witiJ the Soviet Union and
able interest rate<;." Franklin adds expressed concern with current U.S.
that such a program ".<.hould make policy in Central America. "Our
sure that pay-back provisions arc policy in Central 4merica is placing

Uy Eric Maddy

Nick Franklin

Garcia seeks House seat

too much emphasis on dired military involvement," he says. ''I believe the better course is to entrust
the countries of the region with greater responsibility for their own defense."

Barry Hatcher, 35, a Republican
candidate for House District 18,
says he would "prefer to see a tui·
tion increase rather than a tax increase, if that's what it takes to get a
salary increase for professors. Tax
increases." he says. "affect everybody, and they don't go away."

On proposals to give students college education in exchange for military or social service, Pratt said, "If
it helps get mote people into college,
fine."

Pratt. the state representative
frnm District 18, which includes the
University of New Mexico, says she
would increase student aid programs
such as child care funding for student parents by taking money out of
the military budget. Child care in the
work place should be encouraged by
tax incentives, she adds.

less a person has a broad-based

Pratt calls Reagan's education
program "a disguised attempt to
educate fewer people and create a
technical elite."
The federal governrncnt should
make sure technical education is
available to everyone. she says.
Local schools would rlcsign curricula which would also include the
humanities.
"Technical toob arc useless un-

education," Pratt says.
On student financial aid. Pratt
says she would give first priority to
increasing funding for grants and
loans, especially to women and
minorities. Work-study programs
would get lower funding priorities
because student workers may dis·
place workers from the community
and because "students should be
~tudcnts." she says.

Judy Pratt

Federal money should be shifted
from defense to human services and
to paytncnt of the deficit, Pratt says,
with priority in military. spending
given to adequate salaries for service
personnel nnd to "peaceful research" such as energy and communications.
Pratt, 43, earned bachelor's and
master's degrees from UNM in English and education, and is a doctoral candidate in curriculum and instruction at the University.
She was a teacher from 1964 to
I976 and was elected to the state
Legislature in 1978.

Employee salaries should be increased, she says, with priority on
faculty, because a university's reputation rests on them. Glover says
higher funding for education would
be her main priority if she is elected
to represent the University of New
Mexico area.
"Bricks and mortar" - campus

By KrisCie Jones

Pratt also says she opposes regulations requiring male students to
show proof of draft registration before receiving tinancial aid.
People shouldn't be blackmailed
into signing up for the draft," she
said.

President Reagan and U.S. Sen.
Pete Domcnici "have systematkal·
lv dismantled soda! services,"
\Vhidi show~ their ·•Jack of commitment to education." say~ Rep. Judy
Pratt. who is seeking Domcnici 's
Senate scat.

Judy Glover

construction projects - are easy to
get through the Legislature, while
compensation increases are more
difficult, she says.
"The academic community is
going to have to fight like hell to get
what they want," Glover says. ''We
must make it clear how important
UNM is to this state."
Glover says she believes legislators from districts outside of Bernalillo County like to "gang up" on
UNM.
· Tuition increases should not be
tied to pay hikes as was suggested at
this year's session, she says, and
tuition should be ''reasonable
enough to allow a student to stay in
school."
Low tuition rates allows a wider
variety of students into school and
makes a university ''less elite," she
adds.
On child care programs for student parents, Glover says she considers it the state's "obligation" to
cover reductions in federal day-care
funding.
Child care can be funded with
new formulas on property and grocery seats taxes, she says. Inexpensive day-care may be the only way
for some parents to stay in school
and move on to better jobs, she adds.
"The state can find the money if
the state thinks it's important
enough,'' she says.
Glover, 56, is studying for a
bachelor's degree in English and
history at UNM.

UNM senior makes bid
for state representative

Pratt supports more child care funds
Uy Steve Shoup

On regulations rcqumng male
students to show proof of draft registration before receiving financial
aid. Garcia says, "registration is
law. and financial aid should be tied
to the Jaws of the land.''
But draft registration should not
only be expanded to women but to
all physically able citizens from 18
through 50, Garcia says. This would
give older people an "incentive to
be more receptive to negotiation,"
he adds.
Although the first responsiblity
for child care rests with the family,
"we have a moral, civil and social
responsiblity to provide that service
at a nominal cost or no cost at all,"
to those who need it, Garcia says.
Garcia, 41, is a mortgage banker
and teaches real estate finance at the
Technical-Vocational Institute.

Hatcher says he would, if elected,
try to limit the power of government
"to tax and regularize -the government is currently subsidizing everything in some way."

Manny Garcia
By Steve Shoup
The federal government needs to
meet the financial needs of quality
education while the states should be
responsible for planning education,
says Manny Garcia, Democrat run·
ning for New Mexico's 1st congres·
sional district scat.
One form of the federal-state part·

nership would be administraion of
student financial aid, where the ,
federal govemmcnt'would provide
the money and the state boards of
education would 'recommend rcci•
pients, darcia says.
Funding for student aid should be
increased, with priority placed on
loan programs. "because loans will

continued on page 11

Although District 18 hasthc reputation of being a seat of liberal voters, Hatcher disagrees. "Students
don't really vote for Judy Pratt," he
says. "Young people don't have a
good record for voter turnout, and
most of the voters arc elderly, And
the elderly vote."
When asked if he were running
for a government office to limit the
powers of the same institution,
Hatcher agreed. He says he "supports and represents the political
philosophy of Thomas Jefferson
which states. 'That government is
best which governs leas!."'

Problem-solving starts in 'trenches'
By Maria DeVarenne
Eric Lucero, a 26-year-old Republican candidate for District
18, said he believes a state representative sho11ld be out in the
"trenches" helping the community solve problems.
He called the district "an
education area" because the University of New Mexico and the
AI buq uerq ue Tee hn ica !Vocational Institute are located
in the district.
Lucero said students, the University and the state should work
together to ~olve the child care
problems because ''education
shouldn't impede the family process." He said he would support
Title XX payments if "the users
would make a commitment to
pay a fair amount into the
program.
"There needs to be a careful
examination of who !he users
arc- if they arc students, if
they arc workers, or if they are

working and going to school at
the time," he said.
Lucero said he would support
University tuition increases
"only when it's obvious there
will be revenue shortfalls. We
need to clarify the division of
money for students. If they're
aware there is a need for more
money, they 'II also support the

increase. "
Lucero snid he believes there
needs to be an aggrcssi ve uttcmpt
by the business community, the
legislature and the UNM adrninistration to pull together and
push for higher faculty salaries.
. Lucero said traffic ar1d hnusing
zones in District 18 need to be
~hanged in some areas to eliminate conjcstion problems. He recommended working closely
with city and county ofticials and
the neighborhood associations to
make the necessary changes.
He said the neighborhood is
perceived as ll ghetto but it's an
"undeserved title. Some areas
may need some renewal but the
word ghetto shouldn't be an inditement of this area."
"Before we can solve major
problems such as taxes, air pollution and education, the Alb\1qucrquc-area lcg1slators need to
come together and work with
each other, not against each
other." Lucero said.

McSorley wants to give back to UNM
By Erie Maddy
Cisco McSorley says that the University of New Mcxic? ''gave me an

opportunity to be where I am today''
and hopes ''to be able to give a little
bit back" if elected as House District 18 representative.
McSorley, an Albuquerque attor·
ney, received his undergraduate and
law degree from UNM but studied
one year on a student exchange at
Grambling University in Louisana at
a time, he says, when racial tensions
in the South were high.

Cisco McSorley

long time because I want to give
something back."
McSorley says he would advocate
a legislative committee between sessions to "monitor i!nd study problems of all the higher education institutions in New Mexico'' along the
lines of the Legislative Finance
Committee.
McSorley says if elected he would
work for increased funding for ''not
just teacher salaries but the entire
University" witl10ut increasing student tuition.

"L teamed a lot from that experience, being one of the few white
students at the school," McSorley
says. "I learned a lot about dealing
with people. That experience, which
McSorley worked in the Legislathe University of New Mexico ture as an aide to House Speaker Ray
allowed me to have, and a Jot of Sanchez two years ago and is "a
other things I got through college legislative veteran," he says, instill influence my life. I have been cluding doing research on a proplooking forward to this contest for a osed bottle bilL

Bring new industry says Rodriguez
House District 18 candidate Bob
Rodriguez says, if elected, he will
seek "professional teachers salaries
and continual upgrading of
academic standards."
"We are in deficit spending like the federal government is after the most recent legislative session," Rodriguez said. "If revenues
don't pick up, we will have to raise
taxes.
•'The problem is that the state has
lived off its extractive industries coal, uranium, natural gas and
such- for so long, and those industries are down.
''The only way we can avoid raising taxes every year is to broaden our
economic base by bringing other industry in the state." said Rodriguez,
"The question is not what we will do
in 1985 or I986, but what we will do
10 years down the road."
Rodriguez said funding for higher
education institutions in the state

Bob Rodriguez
should be tied to such development.
citing examples from other states.
"We 'vc got to expand our biomedical and micro-electronic programs
in the sltlte to help attract such industry," he said. "The Silicon Valley

in California wasn't built overnight
and neither will the Rio Grande Corridor. But we've got to start someplace."
Rodriguez said that tuition should,
be kept low to make post-secondary
education affordable to everyone.
"We would be doing a tremendous
disservice to a great many young
people if we raised tuition," he said.
"Everybody needs some postsecondary training in today's world.
But by the same token, college isn't
for everyone. That's why hupport a
community college.' •
Rodriguez said he would "support affordable quality child care for
parents who arc in school. Thc~c
people will eventually graduate and
gel better jobs - and thus pay more
taxes," he said.
. Rodriguez is employed by the
J\lhuqucrquc Public School ~ystcm
as a computer programmer and
analyst.

For your information.
Barry Hatcher
He says he is "opposed to United
States loans to communist countries
from the tax dollars of Americans,
loans which would benefit terrorist
regimes and nonproductive countries which would not repay Amer·
ican citizens."
Hatcher is an emergency. room
technician at Lovelace Medical Center and a scltior in political science at
the ~University 1if Nt!w Mexico.

• • •

Besides the candidates listed on these pages, voters will have a chance
to pick nominees for other positions both in the nation, state and county.
Because of space limitations, the New Mexico Daily Lobo is only able to
preview certain races. Information about other candidates in other districts are available from the Democratic Party of New Mexico, 243-9571 or
the Republican Party of New Mexico, 265-1984.
Other voter information regarding polling places may be obta.ined from
the Bernalillo County Clerk's office at 766-4085 or the League of Women
Voters at 242·9271.
Election day is Tuesday, June 5.
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Laurie Anderson's visual/audio meld;
sensual hypno-rock made in America

Summerfest plays return to the X"

By R.J. Olivas
/n the seance, the shaman led. A'
sensuous panic, deliberately evoked
through drugs, chams, dancing,
hurls the shaman into trance.
Changed voice, convulsive move·.
ment. He acts like a madman. These
professional hysterics, chosen precisely for their psychotic leanings,
were once esteemed. They mediated
between man and spirit-world.
Their mental travels formed the .:rux
of the religious life of the tribe.
- Jim Morrison, from The Lards
and the New Creatures

WILDROSE
GREAT SfMMER

DRESSI~G

Kamali T -Shirt Drt>SsPs. Sanffam.
Adini. !\la{l(rit> London's liltlt> ~:~ilk
drt•sst-s. 'Williwt-ar. lndont>!i\illn
c•utwork drt-s!!t>S. (;t>llt> Ewin{l for
Bis. lint-ns. ('Otton!l. ra~ swf•att>rs.
Earrinp;tii. lwlltii. ac•c•t-to~,.;orit>~.

Trance music, the life and death
cycles of twisted nature in the urban
jungle, the pulsating rhythms of sex,
the visions of new world refugees,
This is the sfuff of emotion felt in the
presence of a seer, a shaman. Being
at a Laurie Anderson concert is a
participatory experience, where one
feels as if in the flesh of the performer, because the performer is so
much a mirror of self. And it is
trance induced, unconsciously motivated, brought about by magic.
Such a magician is Laurie
Anderson.
Anderson opened her Tuesday
night show at Popejoy Hall with
pantomine-dance movements
appropriate to the shamanistic style
which set the stage for the remainder
of her performance.. Backed by
talented musicians on synthesizers,
percussion, sax, and electric guitar,
and two fine female vocalists,
Anderson created a captivating
atmosphere of visual and audible
displays.

211t:f off on 8 & f) n••••••••nri<••
nttU filt.>~. hru~-h•·~. loothhru!'ilht•,.. rnirrw•r"'
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By Jo Schilling
The Univcrsit\' of New MI!Xico
theater art'> cicpurtmcnt ha'
announced the rutum ofits Sumnwrfest program. Budget cuts forced ih
demise last year. but on Juuc 14 the
department will revive the program
with an adaptation of Ray Bradbury's Dalldelion Wine, which will
run three nights.

Alternating between the comic synthesist's tutu. Other times the
and the tragic, the absurd and the phone simply rang. And in synchrological, Anderson sang and whis- nization to the music and action on
pered her delivery of material from stage,. there were beautiful pastel
her latest Warner Bros. release, Mr. patterns of aifPlanes, or her masked
· Heartbreak.
form, or ~nowflakes, or cityscapes
The performance was well-paced; projected on the screen.
a fluid blend of carefully planned
Although the bemusing ,:harm of
music, visuals and monologue. It is the lighter moments wanned the auto Anderson's credit that she showed dience, it was the powerful hypnotic
the intelligence not to carry the show music that provided the muscle of
single-handedly. There were occa- the show •. Tunes like "Excellent
sional breaks from what might have Birds,'' co-wri~n wit)l Peter Gabbeen monotonous routine.
riel, "Sharkey's Day" and "SharOn one of these the guitarist and key's Night," which featured the
percussionist provided effective husky voice-overofWilliam S. Buraccompaniment to some outstanding roughs, were very much in the shaanimation on screen. While figures man tradition of Jim Morrison and
of birds and fish were altered into the European trance-rock exercises
pictograms, then into writing sym- •' of Tangerine Dream, Heldon and
bois reminiscent of the Orient. (I Can. Comparisons to King Crimnever found out if they were actual son, Brian Eno and the Talking
Chinese or Japanese writing, but I Heads could also be made.
wouldn't doubt it.) The contesting
Nevertheless, Laurie Anderson
electric guitar and percussion stands apart as a musical innovator.
echoed the developments overhead. She has already carved out a path of
That is only one small example of her own. It is refreshing to see her
the evening's performance. Ander- make "a big deal" about the numson herself often donned a goofy bers zero and one, to give a kind of
head mask, part droid, part hood, Zen approach to computer logic.
and once the entire band wore the And the way Burroughs notes,
masks. She used a vocoder to alter "Language is a virus fron.. outer
her voice to the qualities of a televi- space,~· or roils, "It's driving me
sion announcer or a bizzare child- nuts; it's driving me CRAZY!" to
like modem mutation. By the mira- Anderson's mesmeric compositions
cle of electronics, Anderson wired is inspirationaltothedegreethatalll
various parts of her body to produce did for hours afterward was hum litdrum sounds and then proceeded to tie snatches of tune, recite bits of
play her elbows, knees and head in lines, occasionally bursting out,
blithe hysterical ecstacy.
"It's driving me NUTZZZ; it's driving me CRAAAAAZZZY!" Oh,
Anderson called her synthesizer what fun. to be nuts. This is America,
operator on the phone, and they after all. And Laurie Anderson was
talked about the audience and the made in, and for, America!

Summerfest's schedule will include four world premieres, three of
122 YALE BLVD S.E.
which are by UNM playwrights.
The fourth is Iron Butterflies, by
Wolf Mankowitz, who is teaching a •
As A Plasma Donor, You Can Earn $70.00 Or More Per
summer screcnwriting course !)ere. .
Month. Your Plasma Is Vitally Needed For The Production Of
•
•
Many
Life
Saving
Vaccines.
Help
Save
Lives
And
Supplement
All performances will begin at 8
Your Income. Call 266-5729 Or Apply In Person. BRING
p.m. in the Experimental Theater in •
THIS AD FOR A $5.00 BONUS ON YOUR FIRST DONA·
•
the Fine Arts Center. Tickets are $5 •
TION
ONLY,
PLUS
RECEIVE
A
$20.00
NAUTILUS
GIFT
•
for general admission and $3 for •
CE:RTIFICATE
AT
CARLISLE'S
SUPER
CENTER.
You
UNM students, faculty and staff.
Must Be A Local Resident & Have A Valid Picture t.D.
Reservations can be made through
the Fine Arts Box Office at 277•
Offer Expires July 13, 1984
•
4402.
•
One Coupon Per Donor & Not Valid With Other Coupons.
New Donors Accepted Mon.-Fri., 12:30·3:30.
All plays arc produced, per- •
formed and directed by UNM students under the supervision of thea- ~--.-;-.,-------------------------ter arts faculty members Denise
Schulz. who won this vear's UNM •
/;)\!
•
Outstanding Teacher
the Ycar • .' j ~\)'\YALE BLOOD PLASMA
Award, and Robert Hartung, who
122
has written. directed or produced 50
Hallmark Hall of Fame programs.
~~...:. ,;;p:~ $1.00 COUPON
Upcoming plays indude Jon TutWe Are Zoo Parents Of One Of The Baby Tigers At The RIO
tle's The Rase Noclllnu•, June 21GRANDE ZOO. Bring This Coupon On Your First Donation
23. and Barbara Kerr Page's Half- •
And Help Us Feed This Baby Tiger.
way to tire Jubilee, June 28-30.
•
Expires July 13, 1984
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Hundreds of music lovers are expecting to strike gold this weekend
in the old mining town of Madrid.
Sunday marks the beginning of the
ninth season of the "Summer Jazz at
Madrid Series," sponsored by the
New Mexico Jazz Workshop.
"Blues Day" is the theme of the
opening performance. The music is

2300 Central, SE
Central and Harvard
(Across from UNM)

Phone 268-4504

set to begin at 3 p.m. at the Madrid
ballpark, situated about 26 miles
north of Albuquerque on N.M.
Highway 14.
Scheduled artists are Reverend
Ace Blues Band, The Vipers, Laney
McDonald and Charlie Summons
Blues Band.
Summer Jazz at Madrid resumes
July 22 with "Jesse Sawyer Memorial Day," featuring Airbus, Hari

SUMMER

Hamilton, Arlen Asher and Frank
Chewiwie. Further Madrid jazz
dates are scheduled in August.
The New Mexico Jazz Workshop
was formed in 1976 to promote an
apPreciation and understanding of
serious jazz music in New Mexico.
Attendance at the Madrid series has
continued to grow each year.

Admission ls $4.50 for adults,
$2.25 for children under 12, and free
for children under 6. All tickets are
available at the door for each perfonnance, and concert-goers should
dress for hot and sunny weather.
People are encouraged to arrive early. Food and refreshments will be
available. More infonnation can be
obtained by calling the Jazz Workshop at 842-6659.
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$12.98

UNM BOOKSTORE

:

Lecture nder the
Stars
Summerfest actors rehearse for thier season opening.

Vortex stages dinosaur drama

The Unlvenity of New Mexico
Summer 1984
Jun• 11

Thornton Wilder's The Skill of our Teeth, a prehistoric drama with
implications for the modem world. will be staged at the Vortex Theater
Friday through July 1.
"This play has been billed as a history study." says Susan Craig,
co-director of the production, "but I think it's meant to be a comedy,
and that's the way we're playing it."
The production features Pat Venable and Barry Gorelick as the
Antrobuscs, as well as Kim Salome and Lou Baker as the mammoth
and the dinosaur.
Curtain time witt be 8 p.m. Fridays and Saturdays with a Sunday
matinee scheduled for 2:30p.m. Tickets arc $4 for students and senior
citizens, $5 for the general public, and $2.50 for children under 13.
Reservations may be made at the theater. one block south of Central on
Buena Vista. or by calling 247-8600.

DEUK SWINSON
Dr. Swinson, who has sung with the Irish Rovers, Is a
professor of physics at UNM and a writer of political
satire.

By Tim Henderson

"Politics Mad• Slmpl•- A Satirical Look
at Politics with Music Accomponlm...t''
Central Moll
(If the weather Is Inclement, the lecture will be moved
to the New Mexico Union 13ulldtng)

Jun• 18

JAN DAMHAR.T and UNDA LIWIS
Jon Bomhort Is a member of the staff of the Special
Collections Deportment and Undo Lewis is o member
of the staff of the Reference Deportment, Zimmerman
Ubrory.

"Wom•n In N•w M•xlco History"
The lecture is taken from the book "Women in New
Mexico History" which Is to be published soon.
New Mexico Union t3uildlng Ballroom

: June 25

JEANIE McCLERIE
Of Bayou Seco and Curly Waffles

"A Program In Am•rlcan Music"

~~llestaurant

Featuring Cajun and New Mexican Music
Central Mall
(If the weather Is inclement, the lecture will be moved
to !he New Mexico Union 13uilding)

...ow.+.RD

Jownson'S

July9

pitchers of C.oors

$3.25
Big Screen T.V.
free popcorn
Margarltas 2 for 1
all weekend

1\0DEI\T TOWNSEND
Writer

"A Sn•ok T•l•vlslon Pr•vl•wH•mlngway''

HOJO'S LOUNGE
$6.98

y~~-:~~- ·-·-

••

!

$19.95

-':i.:.·

•
••
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Bringin' on the blues in Madrid, N.M.
By Jo Schilling

•······················~
$70 PLUS
:
PER MONTH
:
:
YALE BLOOD PLASMA
:

New Mexico Union Ballroom

July 16

hb•rt F. Thompson
Dr. Thompson is Assistant Professor, the Family Practice
Center, Universiry of New Mexico.

"Aging In th• D•st Possible Way''
Central Mall
(If the weather is inclement. the lecture will

be moved

to the New Mexico Union Building)
ihe lecrutes o<~ held~ i>VE!illngl 01 MiO p.m. !here 11 no Odmlssioo char9'! and the p<Jbi!C o<
co<diolly Invited ro onl>l\d

C:oordonoted by the Silrdenr "<nvi~<>S Center. o dMllon of the Dean of Studentt Off!«>

FR££ Popcorn &.. Big Screen T. V,
Mid-town 1-25 and Lomas

P· gc 14, New Mexico Daily Lobo, Mny
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'I Films charge in: Indiana Jones, Bounty, Android

Rumor has it that Leon Redbone doesn't mumble
R.,J, Olivas

A low, gravelly voice warmly
over the phone that folk
music is total, complete music.
"Well. you know, that's because it
covers the entire spectrum. It's got
the melody aod the passion of all
kinds of human existence."
suggest~

(luamerl Quarrel performs nt 8:15 p.m. in
Woodward Hall June J. 3, 5, 1. 9. Ticket in·
formation: 84:Z..8S6S.
J(ate Clinton Comedy al Rodey Theater, g p.m ••
Junc2.

New ~ktlco WQodwlnd Quintet perrorms at
Keller BaiL B:U p.m., )\lne2.
Olul":'' ll•J nt the Madrid Dalll'ark. Sponsored
by New Mcxtca Jau Workshop. June 1. J p.m.
Til'kcn are$4.50.
,';rraphln Trio <:bamber Music Workshop, June
4 8 bali bcl!tl ~ancclh:d.
l.enn Rl!dbone will he nt lhe Paolo Solari in
"'ianln fe June 7. Tickels are $11,75 nt Giant
nu1letli.
Ru~h plays m In~ {'rucco; June ~. Tickets at

emma omh:ts.

Van Ualr-n wdl be a.l Tmgley Colbeum June 7 &
R. Doth-showsnresoldout.

Outdoor l'c•tlval in ('orrales June 10 wilh Dill
Monroe, WatermcJlon Mountain Jug Band.
Ti,keu nt Giant outlets.
Ralph Towner will be at the KiMo Theater June
l.S at 8 p.m. Tickets are S7.SO.
"Niahl Ranaer and Hilly Salrlllte wilt be 1U the
Civic Auditorium June lS. Tickets at Giant
autleu..
Santa Fe Dtttrt Chorale perrornu at Keller Hall
Ut.8p.m.tlune16.
Sbadow· fn .and Aln DI.Gnilille pet form at lhe
Pao1u Solar\ In S.nta Fe June \6. Tickets at
(il~nt <Jullru.

Leon Redbonc answers questions
with the laugh of one who knows
music. An enigmatic shadow folJ(~Ws Mr. Redbone through the reVIew pages of magazines and newspapers. No one has much of a handle
on the man's true identity or origins,
and Leon Redbone docsn 't care to
m:1kc much of an issue ot: it anyway;

Tht &llad of Joaquin Mtultta will be presented
by La Companil de. Tbealro de Albuquerque
3211 Cenlral N.E. Friday~ and Saturdays at
p.m. and Sundays at 3 p.m .• through June 24
Tickets t~re$4 in advance, $4,$0 at the door.
'
Lon~ Star & Laundr~ and Bourbon, two one· act
plays, will be: presented by the Second Story Art
Ce_ntcr at the Albuquerque: Little Theater,
Fndays and Saturday,s at 8 p.m. and Sundays at
2 p.m., June 1~10. Tlckcts arc: SJ.
Hate Oln_ton Comedy m Rodey Th~ouc:r, 8 p.m.
Junc2.
Tht Skin oj Oz1r T~tth by Thornton Wilder wilt
be performed ar the Voue~ Theater Fridays and
Samrdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays .:at 2:30p.m.
Junc8tbroughJuly 1.
G!rl will be presented by the Albuquerque Civic
l.Jght Opera, Friday!i & Saturdays at S:IS and
Sund•l• at2:15, June I S-30 al Poi'<J<>Y Hall.

8

Muwtll Mao..m of Aallnopolop tUNM
Campui) - uTurnin&

Leaves: Photolf&phs
FamUiu In Oa11up.

(rom JApancs~AmcrlciU1

the man with the mustache claims
it's totally unimportant to what he
does.
But to the person who first hears •
Leon Redbone, questions like
"Who is this guy? Where does he
come from? And what is this Redbone guy up to anyway?" are immediate. Yes, the witty, very soft·

spoken, hardly heard musician in the
wrong time-zone sports a sound
which is more or less his very
own- barring old 78's that is.
I asked why he thought his music
made sense today. "Well, uh, I
would ask why popular music makes
sense. What I'm doing makes perfect sense. if you think about it"

By R.J, Olivas

But it takes a good listening to one of
his albums to finally get it. And
that's not just because the guy is
difficult to comprehend above a sort
of distorted mumble. Mr. Redbone
purposely sings with the low (very,
very low) romble-mumble sound be-

Gee, it's hard to say. Indiana
Jones is a great character, portrayed
true-to-form by Harrison Ford. And
his role in life is great too. Face it,
anyone with a whip which can alternately save his life and win the girl in
the end has got to have something
going for him. For sure, it's not all
looks. Brains and sheer guts have
something to do with it too.
But lndianr.t'Jmres and rlw h•m·
pie o( Doom is an entertainment
movie whkh doc~n 't leave much
room for good acting. It'> nl'l Indy's
fault. lt'sjust that with ail the special
effects, the breathtaking stunts. the
panoramic vistas .and the beautiful
girl, the dessert h delivered with
such gusto that it ~roils all hope for a
decent meal.

continued on page 15

New Mexico•• on dl:iplay through July 1.
Enst GallrrY- •'Shared Jmages: Pueblo Ponery
Design$ and Mi$sion Church Decoration" on
display through August 16,
Albuquerque Museum (2000 Mountain Road
N.W.)- Pueblo Deco. Art Deco Architecture
in the Southw~~:st. Color 'photos and archil eel ural
plans of J7 buildings bpilt rrom '1927·40.
Albuquerqu~

rduseum East Gallery -Ninth

annual e~~;hibilion or the Western F«Jeration or
Watercolor Socielles, through June 17.
Textiles and Crafb Co--op (313 .Romero
f'l. W.) - Harriet Rcymore Pouny and
Stemware, Junc3·16.
rdariposa (113 Romero N.W.J- Sally Bach·
man, Tp,pcstrles: David Joy, Vapor Fir~d
Porcelain: L.oulse Laval, lcom; Christine and
Mark Hickman. Jewelry: Gold and Other
Elements; on display ihrough June 10.
Wlldlne G•llery (903
RIO Grande
N.W.)- Raymond Jonson 'Retrospective.
UNM Art Museum - Acqutsition Highlights:
1981·83. Celebrarln$ rhe Museum's 20th
Anniversary.
Albuquerque Unl1ed Ar1lsts (821 Mountain
Road N.W.)- 41 Jnspiration .From The Liln·
dscapcu on display through June2.
Art
Eduiallon
G1llery
(MasleY
Hall) -Sculpture and drawings by Nesu Gale
on display Junei0-29.
MU~:am of FJnr lt.rtl (Santa Fe) - ~·soulh·
wesvMidwest ExchangcJ" 1hroush JuneS.
New Mexico SttU Fair TJat Arlt
Bulldlo&- Paintings by lla Mcl\lcc on display

Indiana Jones and company in Temple of Doom

Redbone----

.
.,
.,"'
......
..
..,

continued from page 14
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June2~J7.

Leon Redbone plays Santa Fe June 7

'I

Phone service• troubles
can come In many
shapes and sizes.
Sometimes, the culprit is your basic gardenvariety squin·el. che\\ing through the outside Jines
leading to your home. At otl1er times. tl1e trouble
could be with your inside \\iring or your telephone.
Whatever the problem. here's tl1e best way to
find out what ·s causing it. Just tum to the Customer
Guide section at the front of your \\bite Pages
Directory. rnder the "l{epair Sel\'ice.. heading, ea!ITto-follow instructions \\ill tell vou how to test for the
source of vour troubles. If. ho\vever, vour test doesn't
locate the problem. call us and we·n·test the line
for you.
If the problem is in your outside line, we'll
come out and fix it free of charge. If you ask for a
Mountain Bell repair person to visit your premises,
and it's found that the problem is in your telephone
se~ there will he a charge. Defective phones and
equipment must be repaired by the company or dealer
that provided them to you.
We'll also repair inside wiring free of charge if
you've subscribed to our Wiring Maintenance Plan;
othei\vise there will be a service charge.
For more infonnation about locating phone
service troubles, as well as about our Wiring
:\1aintenance Plan, call your service representative.
So no matter what fonn your troubles take, you
can get rid of them right away.

For the way you live.

@
Mountain Bell

I

'I

,,I
•."\

cause that's the way it's mealii to
sound.
''You sec, that's the sound of the
old re.cordings. Recorded music
from about 1900 to 1935. Ummm,
yes. You know, people have almost
totully <tbuntloned listening to this
music, which seems unusual to me·.
There's a wealth of information in
those recordings. Music from all
over the world. of all forms. Classical and folk forms. Ahhh, it's too
bad,"
But the dapper Mr. Redbone, who
is fond of a good cigar. a cool drink
in concert, and taking snapshots of
his audience, brings these primal recordings back from recorded history
to concert stages. Leon Rcdbone
plays at 8 p.m. June 7 at the Paolo
Soleri outdoor stage in Santa Fe.
On his latest concert tour, Mr.
Rcdhone has his eyes and cars open
for any information which might
bring him in contact with that spl!·

cia/ someone. In this case that means
someone who knows how to tango,
Argentinian-style. The keywords
here are Argentinian Spanish, Tango, Bandoneon (a sort of South
American accordian), and Carlos
Garde! (a player of said instrument).
Anyone who knows the whereabouts of n competent Bnndoncon
musician with the proper complement of accoutrements is welcome
to contact Mr. Redbone (through
Big River Productions or the Daily
Lobo, c/o the Arts Desk).
Tickets for the man who never
mumbles, but who often plays to
audiences who do, arc available
from all Giant Ticket outlets, the
SUB Box Office, Wild West Music,
KAFB Rec Center, and Que Pasa
Records (Taos). The $10.50 ticket
price is not in the least prohibitive,
as an evening in Santa Fe with the
nostalgic (or even pre-nostalgic)
Leon Redbone makes for. ummmm,
a really fine time.

Levi's

Wrangler

SHRINK TO FIT

JEANS

501'5

CORDS

BOOT CUT

PAINTER'S PANTS

~

NOW OPEN
Sundays
11~5

243·6954

/.j

lobo

men's

·shop

2120 CENTRAL SE

Not that the viewing public much
cares. Whipped cream is preferable
to nutrition for the adolescent in all
of us.
Temple ofDoom takes off in stunt
choreography where Raiders of the
Lost Ark left off. It's so fast. so
dangerous, that one's stomach is left
in one's mouth for practically the
whole movie.
Wyllie Scott <Kate Capshaw), the
forever-blonde beauty. and Short
Round <Ke Huy Quanl, provide
good background lushncs~ and innocence, respectively. Quan is given
>lightly more acting license as Indiana's side-kick. but, nevertheless,
he is a charming new face to the
screen.
The film rates high on adrcnalin
production but low on thought stimulation. The plot, or what is left of
it after the high-energy masssacre,
isn't provoking enough to sustain a
curious glance.

As an altcmate selection, I would
strongly recommend The Bmmtv,
starring (Road Wamor) Mel Gibson
in the third remake of the classic
Mrllin\' on rhe Bountv. This is remarkably stwng stuff-- real
adventures of real rnen faced with
actual life and death !;ituatilms. And
the panoramas arc just ao; good as
those in emplr l!f Doom.
And fnr !ldvcnturc in ~pa~:c,
Android is abo Wl.'ll worth the

monetary investment. This nne
m~rits two vicwings, but as it is
bcmg shown at the venerable Don
Pancho's, there isn't too much tim~
to see it t-.vice. Sec this one bl.'fore
yo~ s~c Tl'llrple r!( Doom; ynu nm
Walt tor Doom.
NEXT WEI~K - More summer lilm re,·icws, including Tilt•
Narum/ and Star Trek Ill - Tlu·
St•arcir For Spock

u~_1i~,~~~~~ ~~a~~~ serviee__ ~

\\ l. !SSt L liCK I•, l'S I· OH ALL

~

~ .\IHLII\ES

~'f,0 c~1t0
i-

J

Ill

w

No Clwrg'' for
Our Services

,_

Y'""'
s

LOCATED AT RICHMOND & CENTRAL
3019 Central NE

255-8665

Quality
•
•
•
•

Lessons
Rentals
Sales
Repairs

* Buy one get one free on selected strings.
*Used and consignment specials.
* Discounts on our newT-shirts with mention of this
ad.
The University Area's FuU Service Guitar Center.

143 Harvard SE • 265-3315

E
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Former coach under fire

Golfers end high
~
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The suit was filed Tuesday by
Texas Assistant Attorney General
Barton Boling and former El Paso
County Judge T. Udell Moore.
UTEP hired Moore to investigate for
irregularities in the track depart·
ment.

lkfcnding champ!~>n Tc\as
Chnstian finished 14th at 1292.
The individual winner was Cindv
':.:hn:vl'r of Georgia. who won :1
three-hole playoff after finishing in a
three-way tic at 297. ;; over pur for
the 6.036-vard course. Both Martha
Fovcr of sf;,1U and Michele Bcrtcotti
of Miami also shot 297. and finished
in a tic for 'ccund placl! after the
playoff.

$1.50 Off
Get $1 50 off anv 1& Oommo s P•zza •
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John Samora

Women runners off to Eugene
By John Moreno
Five runners from the University
of New Mexico women's track team

75¢0ff
'lei 75c oil any cuslom made
:::om,nos P1zza and en;oy one

Llmltod Dollvory Area
Ofl•r good at oil Albuquerque otaroo
One coupon per pizza

EXPIRES: •July 15, 1984

262-1662
3920 Central S.E.

ment, but his Albuquerque attorney,
Leon Taylor, Wednesday ~aid
Heidebrecht would fight any action
to get a court order forcing him to
hand over financial records in the
investigation.
"We will in all probability resist
that," said Taylor. "You cannot usc
a civil lawsuit to circumvent a
citizen's Fifth Amendment rights
under the Constitution."

THE NEW MEXICO UNION'S
~~~ OMELETTE SHOP

UTEP also wants Heidebrecht to
pay back the university for any
amounts that may have been reimbursed by track meet organizers and
sponsors "if such accounting reflects that 5ums are due."

Smiles aboun.d as '!'embers of the Lobo women's track team prepare for this weekend's
NCAA champtonshtp. From leh are Kathy Pfeifer, Coach Mike MacEachen, Shannon Vessup,
Barbara Bell, Pam Posey, Patty Mack and Assistant Coach Cindy Schmandt.

coupon also good lor carry~ul

€

shoe company, and asked for I 0 percent of each product endorsement
contract with athletes who wore the
company's shoes.
The bank account at the Continental National Bank contained
$23,283 as of March 15, but in less
than a month had been depleted to
less than $1 ,000., a source revealed
last month.
Heidebrecht has refused to com-

The suit seeks "an accounting"
from Heidebrecht for advance funds
he was paid to cover appearances of
UTEP athletes since Heidebrecht
was named track coach in August
1982.
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Hours:
11 am- 1 am Sun.-Thurs. I
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I
I

UTEP is asking County Court-atLaw Judge D. Clark Hughes to order
Larry Heidebrecht to produce records about what happened to at
least $23,000 advanced to him for
athletes' expenses at college track
meets.

luh,J. last year'' runncr·up. took
'·!XItl wnh a 'core ot 12.lH and was
:nllnw,·d h\ Duk.: at 12-W. :\ftcr the
c'l~hth-plac.: Lobus came Stanford.
\\ !HL'h '>hot a 1254 and Ohio State at
12h I.

Lobo Debbie Wright wa~ the top
UNM finisher at 310, while Krisu
Arrington and Theresa Schreck both
shot 315. Carolyn Barnett was one
stroke behind at 316, and Sharon
Hadley came in at 3 I 9.

ALL BIKES
DISCOUNTED

EL PASO, Texas (UPI)- The
University of Texas at El Paso has
filed a civil lawsuit against the
school's former track coach for set·
ting up a special bank account for
athletes, officials said Wednesday.
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THE MORNING GLORY CAFE

will be in Eugene, Ore., Friday and
Saturday to compete in the National
Collegiate Athletic Association outdoor championships.
They are sprinters Barbara Bell.
Shannon Vcssup. Patti Mack. Pam
Posey and distance runner Kathy
Pfiefer. Besides competing in the
4xl00-metcr relay with Mack and
Posey, sprinters Bell and Vessup
will compete in individual events.
Bell will run In the 100- und. 20().

meter races. Vessup will compete in
the 400-metcr hurdles.
Bell is ranked lOth in the country
in the 100. and her best time is 11.42
seconds. Her fastest time in the 200
is 23.2. Both marks are school records.
Vcssup is tanked seventh in the
400-metcr hurdles with a best time
of 57.99. a school record.
The 4x100-meter relay team's
time of 45.59 is also a new school

A CIVILIZED CAFE

.'A'
~

EST. 1976- OVER 1 MILLION
FARM·FRESH ECCS SERVED.

• Albuquerque's best breakfast served anytime- Farm-Fresn eggs, wno1e wheat toast, muffins, and
tortillas served
with fresh-cut home fries and sausage, steak, or bacon and free green chili.
• Spectacular Eggs Benedict, Eggs Byzantine, and Eggs AQuarian.
• omelette creations. your choice of 20 great fillings.
• Fresh around cOffee -11 different teas-Juices- sodas.
• Fre;h fruit !seasonal variance>
• Assorted Danish pastries and natural baked goods.

LUNCH
• sandwiches:
Avocado With cheese, sprouts, mushrooms, or bacon.
Fresh turkey 1we roast a Keller's turkey dailyl.
The Morning Glory's Incomparable chemlcal·free hamburger on a whole Wheat bun topped with swiss
or Wisconsin
cheddar cheese, green chili, grilled or fresh onions, avocado, or bacon and the best condiments.
Many more sandwiches on whole wheat bread - all served with a choice of fresh-cut french fries,
ranch-style beans, or cole slaw.
Burritos: Beef, turkey, bean and vegetarian.
• Spinach, Tossed, and Chef's salads- homemade soups.
• Shakes and malts- hand-dipped.

DAILY BREAKFAST AND LUNCH SPECIALS- LIVE ENTERTAINMENT DAILY
FOOD BY CHEFS, NOT CHEMISTS

2933 MONTE VISTA N.E.
(Corner of Girard, central, and Monte Vista>

7:00A.M.- 3:00P.M. Mon.·Sat.
9:00 A.M.·!:OO P.M. Sun.
268·7040

Heidebrecht resigned as head
track coach on April 6, after the El
Paso Herald-Post published an article saying that a private bank
account in Heidebrecht's name had
been set up for deposits in connection with UTEP athletes.
The story also quoted a copy of a
letter with Heidebrecht's name. The
letter was addressed to an Italian

record.
Distance runner Pfiefcr has improved dramatically during the season and is currently ranked fourth in
the nation in the I 0,000-meter with a
timeof34:16.46. She is ranked lOth
in the 5000 with a 16:15.5. Both
times arc school records.
Pfiefer recently ran in the Olympic marathon trials and recorded a
personal best time of about 2 hours.

*******
~

43 n1inutcs.

Although only five runners qualified for nationals, Lobo Head
Coach Mike MacEachen is hopeful
that UNM can score high. He said
with his athletes entered in six
events, the Lobos have the potential
to score about 42 points as a team.
UNM recently finished second at
the High Country Athletic Conference championships behind host
team Brigham Young. MacEachen
was named conference coach of the
year.
Other Lobos who set school records this year include Tara Spurlock in the long jump (19-8V2), Lynn
Schreyer in the heptathlon, and the
4x400-meter relay team of Vcssup,
Joan Sterrett, Michelle•Richardson
and Bell. Their record time of
3:46.21 won them first place at the
HCAC meet.

IDRIES---SHAH:
COMPREHENSION
Man does not have a ca·
pacity of instant comprehension.
So rare is the knowledgE'
of how to train this, that
most people, and almost all
institutions, have com·
promised by playing upon
man's proneness lo conditioning and indoctrination in·
stead.
The end of that toad is
the ant·heap; or, at best. tht>
beehive.
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COMPLETE BREAKFAST MENU
Monday • Friday 6:30 AM - 1:30 PM
Conveniently located on campus · New Mexico Union Building
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Before you look to
buy your books

o'o~ i~
i

1 Make your
Samora

Johnson Field has many uses including kite flying-when the
wind is high.

Rudd, Kivina to Eugene
UNM track and field athletes
Dwayne Rudd and Ibrahim Kivina
have qualified for the NCAA out·
door championships Friday and
Saturday in Eugene, Ore., says
Lobo Head Coach Del Hessel.
Rudd qualified in the I00-meter
with a school record time of 10.44,

breaking Steve Caminiti's 1965
mark of 10.5. He also qualir.-.r ·
the triple jump with a leap of 53-8,
and is ranked seventh in the nation.
Kivina qualified in both the
5,000- and 10,000-meter with
school record times of 13:39.45 and
28:40.1, respectively.
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ASUNM Textbook Co-op
A non-profit organization
founded to benefit
YOU,
the student.
Located in room 24A of the SUB basement
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Phone 277·3701
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Sports

Sports
Mancini to defend his crown
BUFFALO, N.Y. CUI'!)·Under menacing stares from a VirJ!in Islands witch doctor, Ray
"'Boom-Boorn" Mancini promised
to retain his lightweight crown Fri·
day night against Livingstone
Brumhle.
'·All the talking is said and done,
and there's nothing left to do but get
in there and do the job," the World
Boxing Association champion said
w,•dnl";day at a news ,·onfcrem:c.
Wluk Mancini spoke, "Dr.
Doo." a witch dnctor complete with
e<l!l<.:, African J!OWn and top hat.
'to01l at tlw side of the room staring
;tt tb,· YounJ!stnwn. Ohio, fivhtcr.
Bramhk, making the first 15-

-

-

round bout in his 5-ycar pro career,
said "Dr. Doo" was sent to him
from his native Virgin Islands by
Bramble's father to cast a spell on
Mancini.
Bramble, who lives in Passaic,
N.J., is a Rastafarian who likes reggae music and raises snakes and pit
bull dogs.
Mancini was asked what he
thought about "Dr. Don."
"l'mjust going into the ring to do
my job," he said.
"You're sitting on a cold chair,
brother,'' Bramble r.:plicd.
Th~ witch doctor left the news
conference early and was l<tt<.'r ~C\'11
burning incense at Bramble's tratn-

-

Hegular Lobo Headers'
Discounts
with this ad you get:
27 x !l/r r·cgular tubes
27 x g, thorn rcshtant tuhc,~
Spcdalized Commuter Tire
Tunc l'r>

Regular

Sale

$2.50
$4.50
$6.00
$15.00

$1.85
$3.75
$5.00
$8.00

P:trts, Ac.'ccssol'ics, Clothing, Bikes from $150

3407 Central NE,
Just West Of Carlisle

265-5170

ing quarters.
Mancini, 29-l with 23 knockouts,
will be making the third defense of
the title he won May 8, 1982, in ~
first-round knockout of Art Frias in
Las Vegas, Nev. In his last title defense, Nov. 13, 1982, Mancini
knocked out Duk Koo Kim in the
14th round. Kim died from injuries
suffered in the bout.
Mancini is known as a slugger,
but Bramble said the chump's style
docs not bother him.
"II" Ruy wants to slug. I'm going
to slug with him." Bramble said.
"But he's the only one that's going
to get hurt."
Bramble. the WBA's No. 1 contender for the title with a 20-1-1 record, last fought Jan. 22. scoring a
I 0-round decision over Rafael Williams in Atlantic City, N.J.
Another title fight on the card is a
15-rounder between WBA Jr. welterweight champion Johnny Bumphus and Gene Hatcher.
Bumphus. making his first defense of the crown he won Jan. 22 in
a 15-round decision over Lorenzo
Garcia. said the bout with Hatcher
was the "fight of his life."
"I'm giving Gene Hatcher the
opportunity to win my belt,' • Bumphus said. "But he won't win it."
Hatcher, with 17 knockouts
among his 21 victories, said he respects Bumphus but vowed to take
the title.
'Tm the mad dog," he said.
"And I'm going after him and take
the title."

Track meet
open to all
Classical BaJlet; Jazz
Professionally taught by
Laura Brown-Elder,
Artistic Director
2219 Lead Ave. SE.
For appointment call
256-1061 or 265-3067
Returning from summer stock
in Galveston, Texas,
is Jeanette Aguilar
with instruction in
Ballet and Jazz
Also introducing Maya Chafe
With Modem Jazz Classes
Now taking enrollment for the fall session
(Classes resume August 22}

Tbc Athletes Congress of New
Mexico championships will be held
in Aztec, N.M., June 16-17, at the
new Aztec Memorial Stadium.
Athletes from New Mexico and
neighboring states will compete.
Age groups include bantam,
midget, youth, intermediate, young
men and women, and open men and
women. Multi-events, including
triathlon, pentathlon and decathlon,
will begin Saturday, June 16. The
second half of the decathlon, along
with the rest of the meet, will begin
Sunday, June 17.
Medals will be given for first,
second and third places. Ribbons
will go to the fourth, fifth and sixth
place finishers.
The new track is a 7-lane, allweather facility with two high jump
and two long jump pits, as well as an
all-weather pole vault pit.
The entry deadline is June 9. For
more informa~ion call Penny
McKnight at 334-9267. Collect calls
will not be accepted.

Olympic boxers to vie
FORT WORTH, Texas
(UPl) - More than 100 boxers,
including world champions Steve
McCrory and Pernell Whitaker,
will compete this week for the 12
spots on the U.S: Olympic tea~.
The trials begm Monday With
nine qualifying bouts, and the
glamour portion of the event
opens Wednesday night.
Sunday afternoon the 12
champions will be crowned, b~t
they must still face a box-ofof m
Las Vegas in July. Each sur~t~or
of the Fort Worth compel!llon
will face a challenger (selected
by the U, S. Amateur Boxing
Federation) in Las Vegas on July
6, and if the challenger should
win, the two boxers would meet
again on July 7 with the winner
joining the Olympic team.
''We believe this system will
give all qualified athletes the
opportunity to, ~ho~t for !he
Olympic team, said Lormg
Baker of Atlanta, manager of the
Olympic squad. •'We think this
program will enable the United
States to field the best Olympic
team possible."
Among the favorites to make
this year's team will be McCrory
of Detroit in the 112-pound class,
and Whitaker from Norfolk, Va.,
in the 132-pound division.
McCrory claimed the world title
last year in Reno, Nev .. _with a
3-2 decision over the Sovtct Union's Yuri Alexandrov. Whitaker's world title came as a result of
a unanimous decision over
Cuba's Angel Herrera.
The Soviet-led boycott of the
1984 Games will have a dramatic

cSDRLEY

By John Moreno
The College World Series begins Friday in Omaha, Neb. The
top eight collegiate men's baseball teams will compete in the
double-elimination tournament
to determine the National Collegiate Athletic Association's
best team,
Each of the eight finalist~ advanced to Omaha by winning their
respective regional tournaments,
which were also doubleelimination.
Top-ranked Arizona State (5318) went undefeated in the West
II regional at Tempe, Ariz., and
beat Stanford 5-4 for the championship. Western Athletic Conference champion Hawaii lost to
ASU, I5-ll,andtoStanford, 117, in regional play.
Second-ranked Oklahoma
-State (58-13) fought through the
losers' bracket to win the Midwest regional at Stillwater, Okla.
The Cowboys avenged a second
round 5-2 loss to Oklahoma City
and beat their intrastate rivals
twice, ll-I in a rain-shortened
eight-inning game and 9-4 in the
championship.
Third-ranked CaL StateFullerton (61-19) beat WAC runner-up San Diego State 8-7 in 11
innings to capture the West I regional title in Fresno, Calif. The
Aztecs forced the final game by
beating the Titans, 9-5, The
Aztecs' other loss was also to
Fullerton, 16-6.
Fourth-ranked Texas (57-12)
went undefeated in the Central

The United States won only
two - one by Whitaker and
another by Louis Howard of St.
Louis in the 147-pound division.
Howard will be among the featured competitors at the Olympic
trials, as will super-heavyweight
Tyrell Biggs of Philadelphia,
Biggs had to settle for a bronze
medal at the Pan American
Games, and he was among the
most disappointed when the
boycott became a reality.
"I am very sorry the Soviet
Union will not send a team,''
Biggs said. "I have worked hard
for the past few years to become
No. I in my weight class, and I'm
ready to prove I am the best by
competing with boxers from
around the world.
"The only people hurt by that
decision arc the athletes who cannot compete. But I plan on going
to Los Angeles and do my best to
bring home a gold medaL"
Quarterfinal bouts are sche.
duled on Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday nights with semifinal
sessions set for both Saturday
afternoon and evening.
The championship bouts begin
at I p.m. CDT Sunday.

I

Tigers rally past Oakland
By United Press International Kirk Gibson hit a tie-breaking hom·
er in the ninth inning, and three
pitchers combined on a four-hitter
Wednesday to lead the Detroit Tigers to a 2-1 triumph over the Oak·
land A's, giving the Tigers a· 37-9
record for the season.
The victory went to reliever Wit·
lie Hernandez, 2-0, who came in
after starter Juan Berenguer became
wild in the fifth inning. Aurelio
Lopez relieved in the ninth. to seal
the victory and pick up his seventh
save.
The Tigers broke a 1-1 tie in the
ninth inning when Gibson ripped a
Steve McCatty pitch into the left·
center field bleachers for his seventh
home run. Detroit scored its other

Native of Albuquerque
• Graduate of UNM
and UNM Law School
• 6 years of legislative
experience
e Successfully represented
consumer interests in the New
Mexico Supreme Court against
a multi-million dollar
telephone rate increase
8 Attorney for Casa Armijo, a South
Valley Community Center
•

regional at Austin and beat intrastate rival Lamar 6-5 in I 0 in·
nings. No. 5 Miami (47-26) beat
South Alabama 10-2, also from
the winners' bracket, to take the
South I regional in Tallahassee,

Fla.
Sixth-ranked New Orleans
(45-24) won the South I[ regional
at Mississippi State by beating
the host team in the losers' bracket, 6-3. The Bulldogs had beaten
New Orleans in an earlier game,

11-4.

No. 7 Maine (33-18), which
hosted the Northeast regional,
beat Seton Hall, 5-2, in the losers' bracket, and eighth-ranked
Michigan (43-18) beat host Central Michigan to win the Mideast
regional without a loss.
The final rankings are released
by Collegiate Baseball magazine, which is published in Tucson, Ariz. It is the official publication of the Baseball Coaches
Association.
The poll reflects the voting of
collegiate coaches, sportswriters
and sports information directors.
The poll is independent of the
NCAA, and the rankings don't
reflect tournament seedin~s.
The fiTSt round pairings will
be: Texas vs. New Orleans, 4:IO
p.m. COT, and Michigan vs.
Cal. State-Fullerton, 7:10 p.m.
Friday. Saturday's first game, at
4:10 p.m., will be Miami vs.
ASU, followed by Maine vs.
Oklahoma State at 7:10p.m.

! I

The University of New Mexico
Leisure Services office will offer
dance aerobics classes this summer.
There will be four sessions in all.
Sessions one and three will be
held on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays from noon to I p.m. and
5:15 to 6:15 p.m., respectively.

'I~
I

run in the sixth when Barbaro Garbey led off with a triple and scored
when shortstop Tony Phillips booted
Alan Trammell's grounder.
Steve McCatty, 3-4, allowed five
hits, struck out two and walked one
over 8Y3 innings in absorbing the
loss.
Oakland scored its run in the fifth.
Mark Wagner reached first on an
error by third baseman Garbey, and
Berenguer walked Rickey Henderson. One out later Joe Morgan
walked to load the bases, and Berenguer then walked Carney Lansford
on four straight pitches to force in
Wagner.
At Seattle, Eddie Murray and
Todd Cruz homered and drove in
three runs apiece to back the four-hit
pitching of Mike Boddicker. Murray
had a three-run homer in the fourth
inning, his lOth, and Cruz belted a
two-run homer in the eighth as the
Orioles won their fifth straight.

By John Moreno
Designated hitter Trish Mang's
one-out solo home run in the bottom
of the 13th inning snapped a scoreless tie with defending champion
Texas A&M Tuesday and gave
UCLA its second National Collegiate Athletic Association softball
championship in three years.
The Bruins defeated Texas A&M
earlier Tuesday by the same 1·0
score to force a showdown game in
the double-elimination tournament
held at Omaha, Neb. Mang also
drove in the only run in the first
game with a sixth-inning single.
UCLA pitcher Debbie Doom
hurled back-to-back shutouts, denying the Aggies any runs in 20 innings of play,
"She was very effective," said
Bruin Head Coach Sharron Backus,
who was asked why she didn't use
her other heralded starter, Tracy
Compton.
"She (Doom) hadn't tired yet,
and as long as she was keeping them
off balance, I was going to stay with
her." Doom had lost an earlier decision to the Aggies, 2-0 in 8 innings,
which forced UCLA to win the
tournament from the loser's bracket.
Mang hit a low fastball on a 1·0
pitch off loser Shawn Andaya, who
relieved Aggie starter Yvette Lopez
in the third inning with the bases
loaded and no outs.
Andaya promptly fielded a
ground ball which she threw to the
plate for a force, and then grabbed a
line drive which she threw to third
base for an inning-ending double
play.
Andaya also lost the first game
Tuesday in going the distance, but
beat Doom in their first meeting
when Aggie shortstop Judy Trussell

Undergraduate
Students Needed
For ASUNM Positions
Applications are being accepted now for the
1984-85 School Year at the ASUNM office for all
executive agencys and committee positions.
Your input will be valuable on the:
Popular Entertainment Committee Elections Commission
Speakers Committee
Student Publlcallcns Board
Lobby committee
Student Travel Center
Fiesta Committee
Tutorial service
Textbook Coop
student Court
Film Committee
Students Standards and Grievances
Voter RegistratiOn Committee
International Affair Committee
Curricular committee
Admissions and RaglstraHon
Homecoming Committee
~also

N0.1 IN TEST
PREPARATION

many wofksiUdY posHions ore open
for Fall '84 and Spring 'BS
to pick up on application

Help make your Unlwlrllly beHer by
Making your stud«tt govemment trlfft responsible.
For ,.,_ Information call 111·1521 or
drop by 11H1 A$UNM Off/Cfl Rm. 141 S.U.J.

CLASSES FOAMING NOW AT

~.fi.MPUIN
EDUCAnONALCENTER

Test Pt0J11lralion Soecialisls
Sineet938
FOI' Information, Ploaso CiJ/1:

265-2524
ct..... start
Week of July 7
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singled home two runs with two outs
in the top of the eighth inning.
Texas A&M Head Coach Bob
Brock was not available for comment.

dominated.
Craig said there were more errors
on defense and ''problems of execution" on offense. "Not that there
wasn't any offense," she said, "but
they didn't know what to do with

University of New Mexico Head
Coach Susan Craig attended the
tournament as a spectator and called
it a "strange tournament." She said
the teams generally did not play
aggressive ball, and no one team

it''
Was there anything else she
thought about while she was in
Omaha? ''I just wish we could have
been there," the Lobo head coach
added.

LEARNING TO WALK ON TWO LEGS

a workshop by

Martin Prechtel
Practitioner of Mayan Shamanic Way of Knowledge
Sat. July 7 l 0 AM-5 PM in Alb.

$45.00
For more information call 842-0572

AMERICAN STUDIES

Special Interest GauJ•ses

**

EDWIN H. CADY
Wllt Ot-HJC A'
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SPORTS AND
AMERICAN AESTHETICS
,,..,,~
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SOUTHERN

California
RESIDENTS

They will begin June II and end July
27.
Sessions two and four will be held
on Tuesdays and Thursdays, also
from noon to I p.m.and5:15to6:15
p.m., respectively. They will begin
on June 12 and end on July 26.

Help Wanted!

-~

Bruins win NCAA softball title

Aerobics to begin this summer

;.J

Pt·oposed the establishment of a permanent committee to meet throughout
the year to deal with university problems
® The only candidate to attend the public hearing to save child care
funding under state title XX
~Supports a mini title IX to insure proper funding for
Women~ s Athletics

®

impact on the boxing competition
in Los Angeles - not so much
because the Russians will not be
there but because the Cubans will
be missing.
No Russian boxers won a gold
medal at last year's world championships, but the Cubans have
three reigning world champions,
and Cubans won eight of the 12
gold medals at last year's Pan
American Games.

I

Cl

~Qm~g~

Final 8 head to Omaha
after regional victories

Summer

Olympic
Job Opportunities
Men & Women 18 years and older

CROWD CONTROL & EVENTS SECURITY
Positions available for the
competition & training sites
at the 1984 Summer Olympic Games.
Hllmlll! rt•ttml lmmt•tliali'IJ

Name------~--~~~~------------------------------

Gurrrnt Addr<'SS--~~-----------------~--StaLr ___ Zill ~---- Currrntl'lume !'io. - - - - - - - -

So. Culif. ·\ddress - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ZiJl ______ so.

C~11ir.

l'horw \o. _ _ _ _ _ __

\\-lwn will ~nu h!' in So. Calir. availabh• Lo work'!----~-------t:onLrmtmrar~

S<•rvil'('S Cotll.
47!1-7755

1607 Pontius Ave.

L.A. <:A 90025
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Las Noticias

St:MMER IIU.I,Y DANCf: da1m Fur informatitm
61?
rail MarrArm Khanlian R97-2028.
l>\VNKR o{VIVACIOllS female ~at i~ kaving IO"n
to h\~ in a teepee. Cut is good with chrldren, littcrbo~
Jnd ~ommon household pem, lliL~ shot~, local
rrfcrentcs and 'C~rctarral potential, Docs not ~o
~>rmluws 277-7~28· a'k fur Krhtic or leave message,
6114
.1.0 J>t:•m;N COURSE, basic concepts an<\ sculptural matenah, [iHht weeks of fun and hard work,
lmtructor·Marnle llerman.
S/31
CSW IS IIERElOnly$150, Available in 131 Marron
Hall, UNM llookstore nod load bookstores around
5/31
campus. Buy one two ... NOWI.
CLUII7 MEJ;'fiNG7 EVENT? Advertise In Las
Noticias. Only 10 cents per word per issue forUNM
departments and organizations.
tfn

Personals
st:ND YOUR MESSA(iE to that special someone or
friend! and family. Make contact with a message in
the 'lnssifieds today. Deadline; I p.m. the day before
•n~enion.IJI Marron Hall.
tfn

.
Food/Fun

~

J•ARn'7 CONCERT? J'OOD7 The Dally Lobo has a
Place for your classlfieds about Restaurants, Partie,,
Food Sales and Stores, Concerti, etc. Oive the details
today in "Food/Fun.''
tfn

Housing
IIOl!SEMAn: WANTED TO share 4 bedroom
home. Non smoker, $162.50 plus utilities/month. All
amenities included. 293·7614.
S/31
f'EMALE ROOMMATE WANTfD to share nice SE
house. SlSO.OO per month. CaiiZSS-1773 keep trying.
5131
NEWLY REHAB, ONE bedroom house with
basement. Well insulated. Great garden. $26,900.
842·6126.
6/28
NEED FEMALE STUDENT to care for NE house
for the summer possibly longer. Must be nonsmoker
and very neat. 294-3372.
617
SHARE IIOUSE. MALE Student. Utilities included.
S200.00plusDD. 268·6617 No Smoking.
6/14
FRE.~HLV PAINTED SPACIOUS 2 bedroom
unfurnished Apt. 313Vl Columbia SE. $300.00 a
month$1SO.OO DD no children or pets. Call292·7971
or2SS·3069.
5/31
WOMEN GRAD WITH two children seeks female
roommate for house S12S/month plus utilities. 881·
w~

Services
l'IANO LESSONS·ALL ages, levels. Call Laura
Krnrner26S·llS2.
6/28
110\fSE PAINTING BV e~periencN neat, clean art
students. lnterlorfexterior, abo do odd jobs.
Refcrence1Call2SS ·8066 or 242·0497.
7126
J,F..ARN TilE MOST ancient healing techniques
known to mankind! Be diagnosed by a yoga therapist.
The Yogic Art of Health and Healing. Saturday May
11 2 5pm, $22. The Yoga Center, 3213 Central NE,
2~5·2900.
5131
'fllTORING·IMPROVE your grades!
Algebra, Trrgonometry, Calculus, Differential
Fquanons, Probability. 836-2407 c\'enlngs.
6128
(ilJITAR l.t:SSONSI ALl, styles, 23 years teaching,
John Mitchell268·0496.
7126
PROFESSIONAl. TYPJN(i: MARY 881·1724 days
7126
26H088 evenings.
WilYGO on· campus? Thesis. dissertations, and
term papers done professionally on a word processor.
277-8979.
5131
WANG AND 111M dlsplaywrlter available for rent on
on hourly bails. Z77-8979.
S/31
ON·CAMPl'S WORD processin$ for your thesis,
disiertolion, and term paper. 277-8979.
S/31
IIOl 1SF4'ilTfER: GOING ON vacation? I'll take
~are of your home! Price may vary nnd Is negotiable.
References, Phone 255·2580 between 8·10 p.m. Ask
for Jane.
S/31
NEW AGE \V ORO processing services, term papers,
theses, disscnatlons. Free editing. Horrmantown
S/31
Shopping Center (rear). Caii29S.Cr006.
PASSPORT AND RF.SUME photos, Photo Pltil's
Pan port and 10, 268·9143.111 Iii Amherst NE. S/31
T\'PING, FAST, ACCURATE, affordable.
Extensive experience, 299·1105.
6121
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER uallt lessons, sales,

MAnl

rentul~andrepair~-143 HarvardSE. 265·331~.
tfn
SOFT ('ONT ACT l.ENSF.'i are now VffY rea~onable
for cverythmg! Call ·- Make aprx•rntment. Doctor
l'yc < hmc, a.:rnl' !rom LaDelles, 5019 Menaul NE.
KH~-4778
tfn
<O'iTAI;'TS·POUSJIING, ~OWTJONS C'n1ey
'lpu,.ll Cumpany llll( OnJdl )U\t we1t of Waehingtun,
tfn
A{:('liRATt: INFORMATION ABOUT con·
trai'Cplltm, stcrihzatitm, aburtJOn. Right To Choose,
294-01'71,
tfn
I'RF.GNAN(:V n:'>TJNG & counselng. Phone 247·
9Ri9.
tfn

~

Et'FIOENCY V• BLOCK from campus, furnished,
air·condilioncd, utilities paid 823·2240.
617
LOVELY LARGE l·bedroom home. July only. Fully
furnished. 266-4038 or 884-2826. Leave message,
WalktoUNM,
5131
UNM STUDENT: NEED a place to stay over the
summer? The Sigma Chi House will be renting out
doubl~ rooms this summer. Free utilities, male or
female, $100 a month, very clQse to campus. For
more info call242·0009, ask for Jot! or John.
S/31
FREE ROOM .oi.ND board plus salary, Single father
wants help with 7·year·old daughter and house. Mun
be bilingual, female and have car. Cnll883·0836 days,
294·0386 evenings.
617
NEED JMMEDIATLY, NONSMOKING non·
drugging, no pet person to share 3·br house near
UNM. $150 plus utilities. $120 SO. Call Steve 2S5·
1777 or leave message.
S/31
ROOMIF..S WANTED !COUPLE ok) to share
spacious old-style house close to UNM. Two

bcdruom1 or bedroom wfstudio option. Large kit·
chen, gr~ciuu1 hving room, wood floors, basement,
ftreplace, huge yard with garden potential. Pre,ent
mhabrtunt~ are fun-lovmg, indnstrioul students
1ookmg for same, Two pcr-nn" $110 each. One
penon: $175, Plus share Utilities. See to apprecinte.
( all243-1439 for appointment.
~,~1
TilE CITAI)EL: ~l'PERB locauon near UNM and
uo>'ntown. Bus service ever~ 30 minute~. I bedroom
or cflicrency, S27Q to $370. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with <.lishwasher and di1posal, recreation
room, wdmming pool, TV rot'm and laundry. Adult·
~ouples, no pets. 1520 Unieeriit NE 243-2494.
tfn
FOH llliNT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, 5175 ~ecurity deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks a\ld laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

For Sale
BIZARO YARD SALE. Lawn flamingoes, man·
nequins, furniture, art supplies, books, sporting
equipment, household goods, fun toys, maga~ines,
clothes, skis, free green K 0ol-Aid, free bag· a-goodies
w/ SS purchase while they last. Sat June 2, 9:00. 211
Harvard SE.
S/31
HUNDREDS CLASSICAL, FOLK, Jazz Records,
excellent condition, $24 each 265·6264,
6/28
tm VW BUS excellent condition $1,900. 1968 VW
Bug runs well. $800. 266-2978.
617
12-SPD FUJI newest bicycle, th~ ultimate in ~.,ort
tourln':,. SSOO (new- SIISO), 200 miles. 10-spd
Moteberane$125. 266-7419.
5/31
1976 OATSU N 8110, 2·door, good condition. S1800.
883·6967.
5/31
SUMMER SPECIAL! 1967 VWVan. Rebuilt engine.
Call2474210.
5/31
CLASSIFlEOS WORKI SELL your bicycle, stamp
collection or what· have-you in the New Mexico Dally
Lobo classified advertisements.
tfn

617

Lost & Found
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
to4:00 p,m. daily.
tfn

8~00 a.m,

Travel
GOING TO GEORGIA? I need partners to share
driving expenses. Using truck so baggage Is no
problem. Call Keith 844·9997.
617
WE UAVE TilE lowest airfares to Euro~l For free
color broeure, write to Campus Travel- BCIX 11387,
St. Louis, M06310S.
5/31
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
tfn
ride needs in the Dally Lobo.

MisceDaneous

":· ·
L

100% hand-crafted cotton futons
Bright Future Fulon Company
• ~ cottage industry •

2424 Garfreld Avenuo SE
Albuquerque NM 87106

(505) 26B-973R·-·__/
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ARMY&NAVYGOODS

:-r-:-~~~1660 Eubank NE
~ New
•

e

Coll'l1ll\ien\

\Ji~'f/ll\\

ttreiWeen truJran Scnoot
and Constttuto:rn)

293-2300

SWISS ARMY

KNIVES

LEARN LAND SAILING, Simple, safe, and fun.
For information call, Don 266-1457 or Ron 881·2113.
6/28
OOGLAO'V TEACHES YOU to train your dog good
manners. 255-9421.
6/21
FREE: 4 BLACK/white kittens (beautiful). 5 wks
old. Call242-9268,
S/31
CANNOT AFFORD INSURANCE? There are many
discounts available to UNM personnel and students.
Inquire about affordable and reputable car,
homeowners, life, and health insurance. No pressure
or pushy sales pitch. Ask for John at 292.0511 (days
S/3 I
and evenings).
CLASSJFIEDS GET RESULTS! Place
today. 131 Murron Hall.

25% 0

Employment

PARKING SPACES
FOR LEASE
Lot40' x 136'
Situated at 1800 Sigma ChiNE
Call (409) 866-3652 or write
J.P. Hagan P.O. Box 5788
Beaumont, Texas 77706

--------------------

sday. Leave name and number with answering
machine. Cull266·4424,
617
GOVERNMENT JOBS. $1M59·S50,SS3/year. Now
hiring, your area, Caii1·80S·687·6000 Ext. R·9786.

CITY

Pizzo City Is Dock!
We hove our some great special:
1 slice of cheese pizza, tossed salad,
Iorge soft drink

S1.99 with this ad

~

Free Delivery

c;overed
S'P"ago.n
Makers of Hancimade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Put The Campus
In A Mailbox
Daily Lobo
Subscriptions
Now Only
$15 A Year
For just $15.00 a year, you can have
the New Mexico Daily Lobo mailed
anywhere in the United States.
Mailed everyday of the regular school
year and weekly during the summer
session. Send it to your relatives or
friends - it's easier than writing a letter about what's happening at UNM.
Or send it to yourself. That's convenience I You'll be sure to get the Daily
Lobo everyday.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Letters
5 Boxes
10 Quagmires
14 Footwear
15 Drink
greedily:
2wds.
16 White House
office
17 Fracture
healer
19 Mature
20 Prairies
21 Trifled
23 Author
Samuel25 Eire militants:
abbr.
26 Fasteners
29 N. American
34 Norse god
35 Iraq's
neighbor
37 Death; Pref.
38 Meat cut
39 Used needles
41 Wedding
words
42 Straighten:
var.
44 Mix
45 Try to find

46 Evergreen:
2wds.
48 Decorates
50 Top card
51 Eleml, e.g.
53 - Vineyard
57 Trackmen
611nstrument
62 Contrite
64 Collections
65KIII:Siang
66 Late
dictator
67 Spline
68 Fruit
69 Card game
DOWN
1 Falls back
2 Booty
3 Single
4 Dancer
5 Arises late:
2 wds.
6 Fall guy
7 Fitting
8 Regretted
9 Wrench
10 Prevented
11 Depraved
12 Scruff
13 Go-devil
18 Gush forth

TUESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

22 Stigma
24 Disperse
26Thong
27 -con
carne
28 Bird
30 Hostile
31 More frigid
32 Eve or Enoch
33 Corners
36 Ascend
39 Sailboat
40 Obliterations
43 Best kept

45 Poems
47 Brought up
49 Noises
52 Uneven
53 Marsh
54 Cain's
brother
55 Roster
56 Vaccines
58 West
African
59 Herb genus
60 Opening
63 Carpet

Drop by 131 Marron Hall or mail your check to:
Daily Lobo, Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, NM 87131
Send a Daily Lobo subscription to:
Name:--~----~------------~~--------------------~------~------Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _'"-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City:----------------~-

State:_ _ _ Zip:--~Signature:------------------------------.,,

Remember: Just $15 A Year
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